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SEER, 
A Monthly Review of Esoteric and Exoteric Astrology and of the 

Psychic and Occult Sciences 

LONDON - CARTHAGE - NEW-YORK 

Editor-in-chief : FRANCIS ROLT-WIIEELER Ph. D. 
A ssociate Director : C. VORS TELl\IAN. 
By reason of the fact Lliat this review is pub:·ishecl in close rclal ion wiLh 

c L'ASTROSOPHIE »,its s ister re vie w (i11 th e I< rencll language), it has tile 
unusual advantage of possessing a staff of contributors from all 8uropean 
countries, as well as the collaboration of tile leading English and American 
writers in the subjects to its special domain. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-POST-FREE 
England and colonies 10/ G-United Stales of America. . ................ 2.75 
Countries outside pos tal accord of Stockholm 70 frnncs French 
Insid e postal accord of Stockholm ................... .. ... GO francs French 
France and colonies................... .. . . ................ 50 francs French 

. ADDRESS AS BELOW 
ADVE-RTISING RATES. - P er p nge, per inse.rtion, GO/ - (815.00); % page, 

(S 7.50); 1/ 3 page, 20/ - (S 5.00 ) ; % page, 16/ - (S 4.00); l / G page, 
12/- (S 3.00); Vs pn ge, 10/ - (S 2.50). Retln ction on yearly con t ra cts. 

CHEQUES ON ANY BANK 

INSTITUT DE 
President : OllEA E. Wl:NDUST; Secretary : Mlle VAN WALCHREN; 

Founder and Director : FHANClS ROLT-WHE8LER Ph. D. 
1) Publication. - The Institute publ'i shes « L 'ASTLWSOPIIIE » the 

leading ast rolog·ica I, psr r hic ar:d occult rnri ew in the Freucli language. lt id 
a l·so the publisher of Tll8 .. 

2 ) Horoscopes. -- The 111s1i1ut e maintains a sla ff for high-gratle 
011 a strictly persn11:1' hnsi,,;, no 11·ork «in seri es » perm it tetl. ino1· wu1 k 
"·ill not be considered. Four sy;; tams are employed : a) tl1e Scientific Sysle1u, 
Ll the Knbl.J:1li s tie; S .1·s :c111. c: ) t he S ele11<ilogic: tll (Arabic) Syste111 a11d, d) ti.Je 
Symbolic Systems. F or full deta il s sec achertising page facing this one. 

3) Correspondc!1ce Courses.- (In English or l•' 1cneli). These are a:o follow.;: 
A. - ASTll<ll.OGY, 70 
B-. - ORA CU L1il1 SCIE N 'E S : 1) The Tarot, 2-± lessons ; 2) Pure 

Kahbalism, 24 lessons; 3) lliglic r Kabbali sm, 2-± lessons. 
The Astro log·irnl Course is by f:ir the most complete gi1·cn in any cu1.111 tr.1-. 

H incl ndes 10 series of 7 lessons e;1el1, or 01·er 750 pages in all. Questions :ire 
a ttached to each lesson, and serious st ud ent s onl·y will lie aecepted. Two 
exami11ations close th e course. Ce rtifi c:. tes and diploma s will Le granted tn 
sueeessfu l candidates. The Course is dirided as follows : 

I. How to Draw a Horcscope 6. Primary Directions 
2. Interpr::tat!oP. - Analysiu 7. Rectificat:on. 
3. Interprctal;on - S)·nthesis 8. The Horo3::c,t>e .)et&iled 
4. Es0teric Astdogy 9. Advanced 
5. The Progressed Horos-::ope I 0. Steliar J\stro!ogy 

Tlie terms for the whole co urse are Ten P ound s of Fifty Dollars payment 
in adrnnce or for ene!i series in adv:tn ce; if paym ent is 111ade by series, 1l1e 
t erms :ire £ 1. 4. Ocl. 01· Six Dollars cac l1. '.!.'h e Course i. so .thorougli and 
emhrac-ing thnt nil students mu st i.Jeg-in nt lhe l.icginning. 

Each of the Courses in the Oracular Sciences consis ts of 24 lessons. The 
Tel'rns for each of th e co urses are F ou1· P ounrl s or Twenty Dollars , pay-
ment in ndrnnre. lf: paym ent fo r t he 11· Ii olc co ur e is mad e . iii atlrnn ce ti1 e 
t erms will be Ten P oun ds or Fi fL.Y Do ll ars. A cc rLifi ra te ll'ill be gi1·e11 Lu 

successful stuclen ts. 
Cheques or l\fone.v Orders to Dr. Francis ROLT-WHEELER, Direclor, 

IN.S1IIUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE 
CARTHAGE, 'I UNISIE, N. AFRICA 



INST/TUT ASTROLOGIQVE DE CARTHAGE 
TRIPLE HOROSCOPES 

A horoscope conlains two principa l e.lements : 1) a detailed setting 
of characLer, ancl 2 ) an nnalys1 s of t.l1e 111fluence::; µroducrng: the events whrnb 
wi:t come into th e lire; IJestiny i::; the result ul' the of .bot?. What 
happens to us is only pa rLl y pre-deterwiued; the dec1s1ve factor hes w Free-
Will - our chanu·lcr aml uur enuJucL. 

There is no true lwroscopy wit huut a solid • liagnosis <;>f character, and there 
is no ::;Lich thing as a true l1alf-<liagnosis. Chea p and mcornplete ho.roscoi:es, 
or horoscopes done in series i.Jy fo.nnal '.ire apt to be 
Every horoscope 111l1 s t ue n cleta1!.Jd anJ mcltv1dua l ptece of work, else it is 
better to have none at a ll. 

fo. CIENTIFIC 3:0P.OSCOPES 
Condensed Natal Ho roseupe fo r a cliiLl, dealing ma'inly with · 

health and occupntion, l ch•ll 't, aiJont 8 pages ............... £1.10.00 S 7 50 
Condensed Nata l llornscope allll Pr11gTessed Direction fo r 

the current yen r i 11 :11h·<111 (·p, cl1a rad er aud prnbal1le des-
tiny, 2 charts, ahunt JG pages ...... . ..... . ...... . : ............ : .. £2.00.00 S 10 0') 

Complete Natal lJurnscupe, esoteric and µrnt1cal. detailed 
Prog1·essed Direcl iui1s for en rrnnt. year i 11 all vance, Fixed 
Star cha1t, 3 cha rLs, over 24 µages .............................. £ 4.00.00 S 20 00 

KABBALIS'I'IC HO ROSCOPES 
Condensed K abbalisl ic BysLc m, nntal, 1 eh::ut, 8 pages ... ... £ 1.10.00 S 7 liO 
Complete KaLbalis1i .. sysl<•111. "·ii i: KabiJali>'li<· pl'UgTession 

for current yea r in ad van< e, 2 charl s, abnuL lli pages ... £2.00.00 S 10 00 
SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES 

Condensed Selenological system, natal, 1 chart, 8 page . .; ...... £1.10.0l S 7 50 
Complete Selenological with Prugressio11 for eurre11t 

year in advan e, 2 chtnts lG pages . ................... , .... .. £2.00.00 S 10 00 
TRIPL:t: SYS'l EM HOROSCOPES 

Condense<l Scientific. Stellar, I\: a Jih,• I is tic and Selenological 
Natal Horoscopes, 4 Charts, from 30 to 40 pllg-es ....... .. £ 6.00.00 S 30 00 

Complete and delailr.rl anal.1><::; of ai·L systems a11rl all l'ro-
gressions fur th e t·u1Tu111 year i1: advance. 7 chart..:, about 
60 pages .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 8.00.00 S 40 00 

Complete and detailed anal}F.is as .aL .. 1·e. un l1t•av.\ paper, 
strongly bound in book fonn, witb hl;1 11k <' 11:11·1:; in each 
system for ten years lo foll ow, and "·iLl 1 l'ru11tispiece of 
IIlative 's persona I K ah balistic t alisman 011 pa rchm ent... £10.00.00 S 50 00 

Progressed Directi :ins lo 1 ea rly <' li en ts . r .. r I i. c eunent year 
in advance, 1 chart, about 10 page:; ............. . ....... ...... £2.00.00 3 10 00 

Harary Charts an<l lnt.erpretations (an:; wen; 1 u special ques-
tions propounderl , I·e lter 1o <!Ontain (late nod hour when 
decision was ta ken to see lc advice) ... ...................... . . £2.00.00 S 10 00 

Birth-Hour Rectifi cnti o11 s wi t h a horos<• npe order. . .. ........ £3.00.00 S 15 Oil 
Rectification required without a horoscope order .. .......... £4.00.00 S 20 00 

REQUIREMENTS 
. In every case, Name, Date, and Hour (exactly, if possi:ble appro-

ximately, at all el'ents) of Bu-th must accompany the or:der. If a Kahbalistic 
Horoscope is req.uired, the Chris tian. name (both baptismal and as commonly 
used) must be g1ve:n 1 and, .for marned women, the maiden naime also. 

:When the b1rth-ho.ur be learned from parents, relatives, 
fnends, doctor or m1clw1fe, Rect1fi.cat1011 is necessary, a difficult matter. Ir 
such case the order must be the t;xti:a charge, a photograpl 
(fuU-face preferred) and a hst of events m the life of the native such as 

of death of parents? marriage, births of children, sudden 
11lnesses, etc., that calculat10ns may be made from events to birth-hour. 

Cheques may be drawn on any bank. 

FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph.D. 
Director: INSTITUT ASTROiiOGlQUE DE QAitTHAiGE 

CARTHAGE - 'IUNISIE - N. AFRICA 
ALL WCRK DONE PERSONALLY • · 



'KNOW YDURSE F' WALL - CHARTS, ETC ... 
NEVER BEFORE IN CHA Wl' BUILDlKG has such a i::.lTUPENDOUS und-
e1'taking been accomplislietl, the creating of these «illAH'l' El{P lECEi::.l»: 
Though self-exp lanal ory, ll'il 11 .Bide notes and .nnmcrous 1 ltril ling- illustrations 
- at present We A MAi::.lTJJ;H, Kb;Y COUH:::JE 01<' LESSONi::.l, 
ABSOLUTELY :l!'REE. THI· DO KOT DEL.A Y OH.DERING. The 
GREATES'.l' MlNDi::.l lool' 11p abo1·c money-riches TO G-hAi::.ll-' KNOW-
LEDGE. 

THE E. J. STEVENS COLOR CHART PRODUCTIONS DE LUXE,-
EDUCATIONAL, ARTISTIC, INSPIRATIONAL. (For the 
present, with Nos. 9 or 10 or 11 Chart:;, we include, absolutely free of charge, 
a priceless Master Key Set of J .essons. 

No. 8. Stevens Chart of «KNOW YOUR BODY» and Zones, Vita.l Organs, 
Glands, Cells, etc., with nota tiuus. Male and Female A uras in colors. Polar-
ization, Gonads, etc. 

No. 9 World's MASTERPIECE CHART OF MAN, in Science, History 
ai;d Symbology, 110 illustrations and notations gathered from the 
lihrairies. 

No. 10. Plaruetary man a1:d his Power Centers, Cbakras, Auras, Colors, 
Lotus Seals, Cosmic Rays, illtt 1plasmq. etc. (30 
re velations.) 

No. 11 to 14 inclmive (4 in 1) Cosmic Creatio.11 and Ascent of Man, etc. A 
Masterful Cre:.ition-l,rof.usel.1 illusLrntecl and described. Natural, Occult, 
Super-Scientific. 

No. 15. The· E. J. Stevens Chart of Human Zones, Organs, 10 line 
hations. Numeration and Sen:;e CenteL"s1 Auras from tbe Nude of Male and 
Female. Extra orclillary pl1olo-c>11graved Auras. An iuva luah le C:hal' t. 

No. 16. The Great Family of Human Glands, including Enclochrine (Duct-
less) their inner aud extcm:i ve planetary relations, etc. (7 inse1 t ·condense,] 
lessons). Magnificent and tlie \\' orld 's Greatest Gland Chart. 

No. 17. The New anl Practical Astrology, 4000 yea rs of Wisdom-Two 
Solar Families and YOU. (.A i\lasterpiece). Aquarian Age Data, Value of :t 
score of books. 

No. 18. Brains, Spinal Ccnt·ers, 2 Great · Nervous Systems, Adjustment 
Lessons, Metabolism, Cells, . \I 11111s , Electrons Six priulcd lessons attached. 

No. 19. N.B. Nos. 1 to 7, a1c our series o.f AnaLornithl Charts, No, 10 is 
on the Tarot. Nearly 100 ii l11sl 1 a tions, etc. Prices 1/3 higher than the others. 

OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the most Popular size-18x24 reduced 
from 10.00 dollars to.............................................. ... ........ 6.50 dollars. 
on each of the 18 charts. 

OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the Smaller sizc-12-15 lo lG reduced 
f rom 6.00 dollars to.......... ........ ....... ............................. ... . . 5.00 dollars 

(on each of above) . 
'fhese are in de ·luxe colors and cloth mounted, includes lesson attached or 

detached all prepaid, insured. Non-colored at 1.00 dollar less. 
Larger sizes supplied. If you order 1/4 dozen deduct 10 ·per cent discount. 

In 1/2 dozens 20 0/0 off & 1 dozen 40 0/0. 
N. B.-OUR CHARTS HA VE THE CIIAR:M: AND WEALTH OF THE 

WORLD'S BEST TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR «INTRODUCT-
ORY» OFFERS FOR YOUR SECTION AND YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS 
WILL ENJOY NATURE'S Finer Forces! 

Why search through numero us libraries and thousands of books to secure 
this wealth, when you can receive it at sucb small cost? Remit for the charts 
i ! t any convenient form. We pay postage and insurance. 
Add. E. J, S. STEVENS COMPANBES, Inc. 

242 Powell St., San Francisco, Calif,1 U.S.A. 



OUR DUCTLESS GLANDS 
The world's greatest gland chart Illustrated 

The following is a brief description of Chart Series 16 which 
contains A nalomical, Men tal, C erebro-Spinal, Creative, Astronomi-
cal, Physical, Astral, Cosmic, E lectro-Magnetic and color aspects. 

In complian<:e wiL li urgeut requests by t li e hea ling and educational fratern-
ities, tliis m::u;terpieee <:realiou was co-operatively executed by Ernest J. 
Stevens, M. cc., Ph. D., wli o was cliristened by Luther Burbank1-4:the 
Burbank of the H uman Plan t». Dr. Stevens is a lif e honorary member of the 
Pan-Amer . .Med. Ass 'n., a n active mem ber of the American Association for 
Lhe Aclvancemeut uI St i (: ll Le and 1·:uieJ i:l<:ieutifi c, Oecnlt and MeLaphysical 
associations, an. a uLl1 or ot se1·ernl s<: ie11tilic wurks, also an artist and internati-
onal lecltuer. (ln veuted :35 co lor & Air for i:lcience & H ealth). The following 
seven condensed lessons are inserted on chart, bet ween t he gorgeous picturef' .. 

1. GLANDS, 'l:HEIR COLORS AND BASIC URGES, etc ... 
2. GLANDS, THEIR USES AND FUNCTIONS, LOCATIONS, etc .. • 
3. HUMAN PLANET (BODY) AND P LANETARY METALS, etc .. . 
4. PREDOMINA'UNG COLORS IN GLANDS AND PLANETS, etc .. . 
5. SEVEN GREAT NERVE CENTERS (« CHAKRAS »),BRAINS, etc .. 
6. SEVEN GLAND DYNAMOS AND LOTUS SEALS, etc, etc . .. 
7. SEVEN GLAND ELE CTRO-MAGN.EUC CONTROLLERS, etc ... 
With the assista nce of recognized exper ts and after years of patient rese-

arnh, this chart has been created and has a I ready been pr onounced the finest 
GLAND CHART ever p rodu ced . lt is, in fac t, an encyclopaedic creation and 
all advancing stude nts of Nature, and of µrogressivP !bought, will hail this 
invaluable contribution. 

This combined color Chn r t, Cal endar and M9.J1, comes in three sizes, 
mounted on fine linen : 

SPECIAL INI'RODUCTQRY PRICES : 
12 x 1G inches, :l.50 do ll n rs ] n Colom : 5.00 dolla rs. 
J8 x 22 to 24, 5.00 dollnrs In cu lors was 10.00 doll a1·s, Now 6.50 dollars .. 
40 x 50 od d In c·o lors nntl wi tlt and glazed (Reduced from 50 dol.) 

35.00 dollars P lain 25.00 dollars. 
(Reduced Fr. 50 dollars ) 35.0U doll ars P lain 25.00 dollars. 

C ATARRH• FLU <GRIP.> 
GASTRITIS -- ASTHM A -- COLDS - - - ETC. 

We include a 9" x 6112 p late in six co lors entitled Blood · Formation, 
Absorption and Cir cula tion. 

-For all nose, t hroat and chest Lrnubles (nnd stomach) order the thrice 
gold medal awarded 

STEVENS BAL.SAM P OCKET SANITARIUM (Made of Hard Rubber) 
for inhaling use--safe and sure cure and prevention by inhalation 

in Nature's method. 
Nature's Balsam Air Inhalations 

A perfec tly na tural as '\.Yell as scient ific «aid to nature» method in accord-
ance wit l1 Nature's laws, and at in.finitely less expense Lhan having to live 
at or near a«heaHh resorL built up in the pin es or cedars» . etc. for a week or so. 

GOES TO THE ROOT OF 
Stopped-up Noses; «Frng-in-the-Throat ;» Nasal Discharges ; H awking and 

Spitting ; Snoring a t Night; Bad Breath; Frequent Colds a nd Catarrhal 
(Indigestion ) Conditions of the Stomach ; Difficul t Breathing ; Smothering 
Sensation in Dr eams; Sudd en F i ts of Sneezing; Dry Mucus in Nose; and 
any of the other symptoms t hat indicate approaching or present Catarrh, 
In1laimmatory and Congested membranes and growths back of the nose and 
throat caused by S tomach and Catanh. Exceedingly popular among Singers, 
Actors and Speakers. . 

An inexpensive and delightfd treatment. 
Balsam a plenty and directions included for this magazine's readers-$3.00. 

You will be satisfied Nearly 100,000 sold. NO FAILURES REPORTED. 
. gets out of order - Clean and alwi:ys ready for use 

(Satisfaction or money back) Remit in ari.y form you like to-
DR. ERNEST S . STE VENS, M. S,, PH. D. 
242 Powell Street, San J Californfa. USA 



TRIPLE SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE 

The mo.st compl u t e and t horough horoscopic 

work don e by any Institute 

For details, see aJvcrtising page facing front cover. 

CORRESPONDENC E COURSES 

Extensive, d ailed and profo nnd teaching in : 
ASTROLOGY (Exoteric and Esoteric)..................... 70 lessons 
ORACULAR SCIENCES (Tarot, Kabbalism; etc)...... 72 lessons 

For :fuH details see inside front cover. 

GRAPHOLOGY 

Highly special work done by a member of the Institut Graphologique J r 
:France; either high-grade grapl iu logical portraits, or a course in Graphology 
can be arranged by request. 

CONDENSED GRAPHOLOGICAL PORTRAIT...... Half a guinea or S 2.75 
FULL GRAPHOLOGICAL PORTRAIT................. One Guinea or S 5.50 

Address : Prof. G. BEVRET St BRICE 
h1stitut Astrolo!ique de Carthage 

CARTHA G !!.: - TUNISIE - N. Africa 

TALISMANS 

Prepared upon v1rgm parch ment (the actual skin), and on the day and 
hour propitious to the consultant (for which the necessary astro logical cai·-
lllulation must be made), Kabbalistic talismans will be provided as follows : 

Planetary talisman, free with Six Guinea or Fifty-Dollar triple horoscope. 
Planetary talisman, either accompanying horo-

.l!copic work, or separate..... . .... . ....... . ..... . .............. One Guinea, or S 5.5() 
Zodiacal talisman, double, f ramed, separate in 

overy case........................ ... ..... ..... . .. ................. One Guinea, or S 5.50 
.As these talismaDs must be prepared specially for every applicant, plac" 

nnd date of birth (hour if possible) and sex of consultant must be given. 
Cheques (on any bank) or International Money Orders to 

Dr. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER 
Oireoto ... : lnst:ltut: A.strologique de Carthage 

CARTHAGE - TUMISIE - N. AFRllCA 



STUDY l.,OR DEGREE 
of 

Doctor of Psychology (Ps. D.) 
Doctor of Metaphysics (Ms. D.) 

Doctor of Divinity (D. D.) 
Either by conespondence1 in the quiet of your 

own home, or by resident class work in Indiana-
polis. Write for further information. 

College of. Divine Metaphysics Inc. 
Dr. William H. WOODFIN, President 

Dept. Sr. Denison Hotel Bui}cling 
Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A. 

I 



WFiiYLE' S SPECIAL OFFERS 
Psycho-Graphology 

A Study of RAPHAEL SCHERMANN. By BAG.GER 
A .little man with a gathering of crit ics around 
him, read «visions» from handw.-iting. Ile vvirn 
Raphael Schermann, the Vienna «wizard» of 
Graphology, the science of script. Pu bid. at 3/6 
Offered, new at '1 /4, post free on approval. 

The VI & VII Books of Moses, 
or Moses' Magical Spirit-art. Known as the wond.Jrful 

art of the old ' 'vise Hebrews, taken from. the 
Mosaic Books of the Cabnla and the Talmud for 
the good of mankinJ. Trnnr,;la1·ed from the Ger-
man, word for word, acc.:ording to old writings. 
With numerous engravings. 

Offered at 4 I 4 post free 
Both Books sent on approval. - Quote ofler 225 

FOVLES FOR 
I/ OCCULT BOOKS 

Charing Cross Rd. LONDON. W,C. -

TlJE CUHTISS 8001\.S 
by Or. and Mrs. 

F. HOMER CURTISS 

(Founders of The Order of Christian Mystics and The Universal 
Religious Foundation, Inc.) 
· These books pre!'ent the philosophy, astrology, and mysticism of 
life in plain, comprehensible terms, ready for everyday use. Not mere 
theory and metaphysical speculation, but a definite and comprehen-
sible philosophy of life and Soul-growth, tested through years of ex-
perience; which includes a rational explanation of all forms of mysti-
cism and B:blica! occultism, as well as of the vital and complex pro 
blems of modern life and all after-death conditions. Origin of the 
zodiac and of the signs thereof, of the animal figures, etc. Practical 
applicatio.ns of astrology not to be found elsewhere. 

Send for fully descriptive catalogue 
THE CURTISS PHILISOPHir BOOK CO. 

3510 .S. Quebec St., N. W., Washington, G. C. Et-'lte-Unis 



IN 

LISM 
The lnstitut Astrologique de Carthage announces the issuance of 

the most complete and profound Correspondence Course in Kabba-
lism ever yet prepared. 

THE HIDDEN TEACHING 
Emphasis is laid upon the fact that this Course is for serious stu-

dents, and while it is treated with directness and simplicity, it is not 
superficial. No book at present published covers all the ground con-
tained in the Course. 

L THE TAROT 
(Occult Philosophy and Higher Divination) 

II. J(ABllAJ_A I SM 
(The Secret Tradition of Hebrew Lore) 

III. lIIGIIER KAHBALISM 
(Esoteric teaching from ancient sources) 

These three Courses contain the gist of much Hermetic teaching, of 
Occult Geometry, and of Numerology (conservatively treated). The 
very nature of the subject gives it a vivid and popular appeal despite 
the scholarly treatment. 

72 L....E::SSC>N'"S 
T en Pounds or Fifty Dollars 

(The Tarot, only, Four Guineas, or 20 Dollars) 
C:::E-:l:E::Q""C..JE::S C>:N" .A.N'""Y" •1-

Each lesson is followed by a set of questions, and the answers will 
be personally corrected. A certificate of the Institute is given to suc-
cessful students. 

Address Cheques and Mone}) Orders to 
Dr. FRANCIS. ROL T-WHEELER 

\ 

Director: INSTITUT AsTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE 
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA 



R.E:;..A.I:> the B est' H ealth M agazine. 

Medical T al k 
for the HOM E 

The official organ of the Nature Cure Institute, Muttra. It 
would save you the heavy doctor bills and put you on Na-
ture' s Royal Road to Health, Success and Happmes:;. 

' 
Write lo -

Annual S u bsc••lptio n , S ir . 6 / -
Specimen Copy sent free. 

MEDICAL TALK Pusus1-HNG Co., 
MUTTRA (India) . 

* .:::::::::::::::=::::::::::;:::;::::::;:::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::.-:-:.:.:::::.. * BR 0 THE RH 00 D 0 P 

I 
* 

A General Guide on Important 
Matters Covering 

BUSINESS, INCOME 

INVESTMENTS, CHANGES 

HAPPINEES, HEALTH, 

MARRIAGE, ETC. 

Send your order s Lo 

W. F. CORNELi 

39 Thayer Street 
RO CHESTER, N . Y. 

,, 
I> H II ---· . 

T HE HOLY 
PENTAGRAM 

Box. 341 
N. Y ., U. S. A. 

\Ve ufl'el' c11u1·se::; iH As lrolug·y. Oc-
c. u;'tism, A11l'i!•11t Magic, Esoteric 
Maso11 l'y, Npi l'i t11 nl ism, H erm etics 
A ld1c111y, l'sye l1 ulog-y , 1\fot::ipl1ys1cs, 
H caliug <rnd ol l1l' L" allied s ubjects . 
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Rtflcrtions 

11 

HERE SEEMS to be some cont us ion, someiimes, as · 

T 
to the meaning of the phrase « the Inner Planes ». In 
all occultist literature this word recurs again and again, 
but not all who read, understand. « Contact with the 
Inner Planes » is often held forth as the goal of Oc-
cultism. And so, indeed, it is; but it is not thereb:y to be 
supposed that this contact is reserved, to the few. Its 

higher powers are necessarily so reserved, just as the power of musical 
composition is reserved for those who have learned harmony; but there 
is a certain amount of limited contact with the Inner Planes which is 
possible to every one, just as anyone can whistle or hum a tune. 

We are likewise accustomed to hear or to read of the Seven Bodies 
of Man, the Seven Vehicles and the Seven Sheanhs, and, as these 
sound ver:y esoteric and difficult, few people stop to realize how 
simple and necessar.Y such a division. The matter is further com-
plicated by a Sanskrit terminology - excellent in itself, but by no 
means necessary. Ii ma:y be stated that an Occidental has no need 
of an:y doctrine or theor.Y which he cannot express in the terms of 
his own tongue. 

To say, then, that the Seven Planes correspond with the Seven 
.Bodies of Man is a statement which is b:y no means as clear as id 
sounds. Yet, the ver_y instant that a simple explanation is given, all . 
that is unnecessarily complicated disappears. We cannot do better. 
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than follow the excellent terminologJ) used b:y the « Inner Light », 
an occidental initiator}) Order with headquarters in London. Thus 
may we see the Bodies of M an and the Seven Planes in a clearer 
light. 

The First Plane is the Ph})sical Plane. It is the plane of the Ph:y-
sical bodJJ. Its motive pouJer is almost entirelJJ physical, having such 
forces as hunger, self-protection and growth to rule it. It is easJ) to 
see that few men or women are living on so low a scale that the above-
mentioned forces are the onl:y ones in their lives; indeed, it is doubtful 
whether a hum.an being could live only in the physical body, since the 
course of evolution has taken the whole species higher. 

The Second Plane is the Ps_ychic Plane. It is the plane of the 
Etheric Double, closel:y allied to the Astral Body, and is hence the 
real self of the phJ)sical bod::;. I ts motive power is verj) wide, ranging 
from habit-reactions which have become instincts, to desire-reactions 
which ma}) become passions. BJ) far the larger number of people 
live on this plane. T heJ) des;re pleasure, the}) seek to obtain possession 
of mone:y , the)) have become co.nscious of Self and aim to secure as 
much as possible for themselves. The)) interpret all factors in life in 
the terms of the question : « W hat will it do for me? » Since the 
Etheric Double and the A stral bod:y (an the lower levels) stimulate 
the P hJ)sical Bod:y, these instincts and passions remain ph})sical and 
material. Alread}), then, ioe see that we have passed beJ)ond the 
PhJ)sical BodJJ and « conlC!cted » an Inner Plane. 

The Third Plane is the Upper Astral Plane. It is t1he plane of 
the Astral BodJ), and, as the phJ)sical bodJ) (according to esoteric 
teaching) was built upon the Astral Bod:y, it is the vivif J)ing self. 
Its motive power is attraction, which expresses itself in the physical 
world b}) the processes of construction, but in the self-worli bJ) the 
emotions. A ver:y large number of people are stronglJ) influenced 
bJJ this plane, and their actions are based on love or hate, self-sacri-
f ice or jealousy, violence or fear. It is especiallJ) the love plane, and 
it is not difficult to trace in most persons firstly the love-force of the 
Upper Astral, the emotions; then the love-force of the Lower Astral, 
the desire; and lowermost the love-force of the Ph:ysical, the mere 
animal instinct. 

The Fourth Plane is the Lower Mental Plane, or the Plane of 
the Concrete Mind. It is the plane Bf the Mental Body. Its motive 
pou'ers are memor:y and imagerj) - memorJ) which enables the 
processes of thought, for there must be memor}) in order to compare, 
and comparison, in order to_ achie.v_e, a £On_cee_ti and im'aferJJ, which 
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gives an inner concreteness. All men think. and without somti concrete 
thought, life is scarcely possible; so, to some extent, all men function 
slightl:y on · the Fourth Inner Plane and with the Mental Bod)). 

The Fifth Plane is the Upper Mental, or the Plane of Abstract 
Mind. It is the plane of the Causal Body, so called for two reasons: 
firstl;y that, as dealing with abstract mind, it considers causes, while 
the concrete mind deals with effects; and second[)), that it is upon 
the plane that Lifr, in the larger sense, passes into lives, and hence 
the developments upon the plane (in the descent of spirit into matter) 
are the causes of the lives to be lived on the lowt}r plooes. This u 
more rarel:y reached, and onl:y trained thinkers or developed souls 
are able to function in the realm of pure abstract. This is the lower-
_ most of the three planes of the lndiuidualit)), the four lower plane. 
having composed the Personalit:y. 

The Sixth Plane is the Plane of Concrete Spirit, or the Lower 
Spiritual Plane. It is the plane of what is sometimes called the Bud-
dhic, or the Spiritual Bod:y. Its motive force may be considered as 
that of spiritual specialisation and thoses few in this world who at-
tain lo some measure of the true spiritual nature (quite distinct from 
the exaltation of third f.>lan e or emotional ideals) will be mar/ted by 
a strange intensity. Spiritual the:y will be, but one phase or aspect 
will be strongl:y marked. In esoteric language, the:y are strictl)) func-
tioning along one Ra:y. As has been said, scarcelJ) an.Y can live on 
this plane, but some few attain it in moments of ecstasJ). 

The Seventh Plane is the Plane of the A ,bstract Spirit, or the 
Upper Spiritual Plane. It is the plane of what is sometimes called 
the Atmic or the Bod:y of Divine Consciousness. It is but little d(ffe· 
rentiated and, in the Descent of Spirit into Matter, is the fint step, 
even as it is the last in the ascent of l\tf alter into Spirit. The motive 
power of this plane is harmon:y and union. Onl:J; the very high•st -
,!he Spiritual Laaders of men - even this plane, for it is 
not of attainment as ))et, to those still in the ph:ysical bod:y. 

These seven aspects of Man, then, are the Seven Bodies of Man; 
the Seven Planes are the various levels upon which Man can act. 
Training in occultism is especiall:y directed to the development of 
contact with th" plane above. Thus, for example, if the higher emotion 
- Third Plane - is developed, its influence on the Second Plane 
Desire will be purif:ying. ff Fifth Plane mental action is developed, 
then the more concrete mind of the Fourth Plane will be ennobled. 
P;acticall:y the whole_ force of ocw!t direction is consciously exercised 
to develop on a higher plane or an inner plane, sinfe _thi§. true 
builder of the plane below. • -,_ .. _ -
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ff, however, an effort be made to intensify the lower plane, so 
that it intrudes upon the. higher, then the whole process is reversed 
and the character falls and is degraded: For example, the wish t 
have a comfortable home and educate a family of children is a ming, 
ling of emotion (Third Plane) and desire of possessions (Second 
Plane). ff the Third Plane elements dominates, then paternal love 
and self-sacrifice will gain and a true home will result; but if the 
desire of possessions dominates, then avarice will intervene, children 
will be. neglected, and becomes the dem.on-idol of the 
home. 

Occultism, then, teaches the nature of these planes, and the right 
ways of working upon them. The trained occultist knows them better 
than the man in the street ,· the occult teacher or guide (who should 
be an apprentice of an adept) not only knows the ways of work, but 
is actually engaged in developing his power of functioning on the 
Inner Planes - in other words training his better and higher selves; 
the adept is in touch with beings on the Inner Planes who no longer 
have need of the physical body (though they can assume it, at will) 
and who are known as Masters; these latter are in fouch with the 
Greater Masters (who ma)) incarnate as Redeemers) and so on to 
God - the Divine Unmanifest. Conscious advancement on this pall 
is the goal of all occultism. 

We desire to call the attention of our readers to two new publica· 
tions of great interest and importance: PROTEUS, published quart-
erl_y by W.B. Crow, 140 The Grove, Stratford, London, E.15 and 
THE MYSTIC WORLD, published by Ross K. New, 527 
South Clark Street, Chicago. A review of the initial numbers of these 
two will be found under the heading Notable Books in a 

later page of this issue. 

Jrulfillth 1Prtbiction£J 
The steady pressure on distribution of THE SEER, now includ-

ing every country in the world, with the heaviest number of subscri-
bers in America, Canada, England and Australia,. has caused us to 
advance our print'ing date , so that copies containing the Predictions 
shall not arrive too late. This has, as a necessary result,the disadvantage 
that records of fulfilled predictions cannot always be made in the 
m.onth following, but in the month thereafter. 

The formation of a republic in Spain, and the departure of Alfonso 
Xll/ (though without abdication) took place almost exactly at the · 

i '{!IQment of the lunation. On page 190 w,e stated : Spain. -
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question of the Spanish government will come fo the front 
this month... Secret opposition, probably fostered by some foreign 
power. The overthrow of the government was largely due to Catalonia, 
under German direction, for Barcelona is practically a German city. 

On page 191 of the last issue of THE SEER we stated: Italy. -
There will be some intrusion of the government in commercial affairs, 
which will turn out vastly troublesome to the government The ukase 
·issued b:y the Minister of Corporations, Sig. Bottai, and· b:y Sig. 
Giurati, secretar:y of the Fascist part:y, and which threatened ever:y 
merchant who did not fix prices according to the government order, 

not worked well. Three da:ys before the lunation, it was announ-
ced that a circular would be issued modif:ying the first order, since 
the commercial dissatisfaction has been so great that it has menaced 
the political disruption of the Fascist part]}. 

On the same page: Mexico - There is likely to be some redistrib--
ution of territory or some proposition of government purchase or 
sale. Shortly before the lunation a bill was brought up in the United 
States Congress asking that a bid be made to the Republic of Mexico 
for purchase of the long peninsula known as « Lower California ». 

On the same page.-F or the West of Europe ... a serious accident, 
perhaps at sea. We have alread:y noticed, in the last SEER, ·one 
fulfilment of this prediction. Most strikingl:y there has been another 
in the catastrophe of the Florida, rammed b:y the British naval 
craft carrier Glorious off the coast of Spain. Thirt:y people were 
killed or drowned, and 25 wounded. 

Though not strictl:y in the line of fulfilment, students of astrology 
should note the earthquake in Managua, Mexico, fallowing upon 
the statement in the SEER (page 189) stating that, according to 
the J ohndro s:ystem, Mexico was menaced b:y the lunation. Nate that 
the Sun was near the Great Nebula of Andromeda, just at the time 
of the earthquake. · ' 

On, page 190 it was said : Germany. - Good commercial treaties 
with other countries will stimulate German finances. On April 1 the 
announcement was made that, b:y reason of the customs treat]} with 
Austria, German industrial stocks had steadied in price on all the 
stock markets of the world. . 

On page 189 the prediction was made: England - There is 
here a definite indication of illness to a member of the royal family. 
(Our review went to press on March 16) On April 5 and 6 the illness 
of the King was announced, and bulletins of health were issued. It is 
much to be feared that this condition will be aggravated during the 
coming month May. 
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EVA MARTIN 

Earth and Air the soul of me -

Earth the prisoner, Air the free. 

Fire and Water meet in you, 

Soaring flame arid secret dew. 

Fire shall stubborn clay enfold, 

Burn the dross, refine the gold; 

Air shall fan Fire's rainbow sprite 

To a blaze of diamond light. 

W ater·springs refreshing flow 

Winds from mountain summits blow, 

Fire burns clear, and E arth provides 

Gardens green where peace abides. 

Thus our spirits grow tnore fair; 

Fire and Water, Earth and Air, 

All at last together blent 

In one heavenly element. 



§nuourablc Qflcmtnts for Jllny-Juuc )9'31 

NOTE. - By reason of repeated requests from readers, these analyses of 
favourable dates have been classi11ed. They are general, of course, the dates 
especially favourable to each person must be cadculated from his or her own 
horoscope. 

For indications prior to May 21, see the April issue of « The Seer ». 

F 
all clay. 

OR GENERAL PURPOSES. - Favourable Days and Hours. -
According to Solar, Lunar and plane tary aspects, the most fav-
on ra blc da ys will be : May 21st after; 23rd after ; 24th even; 
25th all cl ay; 28th after; 30th mom; June 1st all day; 3rd morn; 
5th morn and aff;er; 6th morn; 8th after; 9th morn; 11th 
13th after ; 15th after; 16th after; 19th morn and even; 20th 

Unfavouraile Days and Hours. - l\fay 22nd after; 24th even; 27th all 
clay; 29th after; 30th after; 31st after; 3rd even ; 5th even; 6th even; 7th 
all clay; 10th all day ; 11th morn; 14th all <l ay; 17th morn; 18th morn; 21st 
all .day. 

ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE. - Favourable Days a.nd Hours for 
matters pertaining to affairs of. the Heart. - Best day of the month for a 
man - June 8th. Best Day of the Month for a Woman - May 23rd. Other 
good days - June 1st; 16th; 19th. 

Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Worst Day of the Month for a Man -
June 17th. Worst Day of the Mont for a Woman - June 11th. Other bad 
days : June 7th; June 18th. 

BUS:J;NESS AND FINANCE. - Favourable Days and Hours - Best Day 
for Finance - June 8th. Best Day for Steady Business - June 6th. Best 
Day for New Venture or Speculation - June 10. Other good days: May 
22nd morn ; 23rd after; 15th after. 

Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Worst Day for Finance - June 10th. 
Worst Day for Steady Business - Also Jun e 10th. Worst Day for New 
Venture or Speculation - June 17th. Other ba,d days - May 22nd after; 
May 26th morn; June 7th all day ; June 18th morn. 

VOYAGES AND LONG TRAVEL. - Favourable Days - Best Day ti> 
Start - May 23rd. Other good days: June 16th. 

Unfavourable Days - Worst Day to Start - May 25th. Other bad days 
- June 13th; 17th. 

SURGICAL OPERATIONS. - Arrange, if possible, between l\fay 21 and 
May 31 and between June 17 and 21. Most Favourable Days a.iid Roura 
May 231,cl 2.30 a.m. 
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Born at Nantes, March 28th 1862, at 10.301 morning 
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ARISTIDE BRIAND 
:Ulnl•te1• of Fo1•el8'U AOaalr.,., ""lao Ila• Ju1.t. celeb1•ated bl• 

•llver annlve .... ary of 115 yeaa•• In the cabinet 

It is always a matter of Astrological interest to see if the Horoscope of 
a well-known man is in accord with his position. Mr. Briand has had one of 
the .most succesful careers among all European statesmen, and at the agt 
of 68 years be is still a lea<ling international Fig<tre. 

A bird's-eye view of bis natal map shows 4 heavily bodies in exaltation: 
the Sun ruling polities, Uranus ruling Foreing Affairs and Mars an<l Venus 
ruling respectively \ ;v•ar and Peace ; the charact eristic note of Mr. Briand's 
political life has been that of Forcing Affairs, he was in active diplomacy 
during the war and is the representative of his countr y in the drive for 
peace. Not one planet is in det.riment or fall. Note also that success is indi-
cate{! by the strength of Houses, for natal map shows six planets in Angular 
or fbrtunate Houses and only three in Cadent Houses, and, of these three, 
two are well-placed . 

We draw the attention of the student also to the fact that the naitive has 
not a single planet in fixed signs, but there are six in mutable or harmonic 
sigps and it is both the vii:tue and the ·defect of Mr. Briand 's politics to be 
able to adapt bis opinions to the needs of the moment. This -is rather the 
g·ift of a diplomat than of a great statesman, a statesman which is borne 
out by the large proportion of planets on the practical planes, there beill&' 
six planets in the triplicities of water an<l of Earth anQ only three in the 
hig·ber triplicities of Fire and of Air and the nati ve has never lost sight of 
the fact that it is useless to work impossible i<leals. At the same time there 
are three quintiles to Mars, showing the power of turning a defeat into E 
victory without either ennemies or friends knowing exactly bow this has 
come to pass. 

We publish this Horoscope on th e occasion of Mr. Brian<l 's anniversary 
an,d then•fore feel that it would be of interest to give aJso his progressed 
Horoscope for the current year. It is by n-0 means a peaceful HQroscope; 
there is much strife and confliel. confirming the astrological truth that 
quadratures may be regarded opportunities for victories, providing that 
the natal horoscope be sufficiently strong. 

Cleverness is marked, for Mercury is approaching a conjunction with the 
ra•al ascendant which will culminate next year, but this planet has been 
in quadrature which the ra.clical sun, a position producing unceasing mental 
strife. Mars is also in conjunction with Mercury but with good asRects, 
indicating success. This is ac<'entua.ted by the of planets in House 
10 the House of profession and honours, both in the 'radical and the pro"'ress-
ed maps. N-0te the Moon, r uling popularity, Jupiter ruling fame and Sat':irnus 
ruling stability, in the Ascendant, while the Sun, luminary of an<l 
Uranus ruling Forcing Affairs, are in conjunction in the diplomatic sie1n 'lf 
Gemini in the House of Honours. " 

It would be difficult to find an Astrological position more clearly favor-
a bile for success, but, at the same time, those who have the interests of 
Fra.nce at heart may note with anxiety the indications for 1932, for the 
progressed Sun will be in quadrat11 l'e to the radical• and progressed Moon 
and will also be in quadrature with Saturn and in conjunction with Uranus. 
These inclicati9ns are serious, and it is more likely that Mr. Briand 
will be forced to abandon the political arena before the beginning of 1933, 
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IV 

Tiie Retrogra.da.tlon •I l•pfter 

I N MOST CASES, the retrogradation of Jupiter does not 
seem to have a definitely malefic effect unless it be conjoined 
with some other form of debility. . 

In the First House, supposing Jupiter to he the Lord of the 
Sign, its retrogradation brings about a certain deformation of the 
physical, mental or moral conditions belonging to this planet. From 
the native - whether man or wom,an - the phenomenon of retro-
gradation will take away the cordiality, the geniality, the hospitable 
manner and the courtesy of phrase . which are characteristic of the 
J lipiterian type. Corresponding to the planet with which it is in aspect, 
retrogradation will give excessive corpulence, a haughty manner or 
a curt speech, combined respectively with the influences coming from 
the Sign wherein Jupiter is posited. 

In the Second and Fourth Houses the retrogradation of Jupiter 
does not bring about a lessening of gain, nor does it prevent an amas-
sing of possessions should Jupiter be in the of Cancer at birth, 
or should the planet reach that sign at its moment of being stationary. 
Yet, even in these two cases, though the native may occupy an 
enviable situation, he is very likely to believe that he is underpaid, 
and that the value of his work is seriously under-estimated. 

In the first horoscope published in this series (Seer for February, 
1931) this latter peculiarity is strongly set forth. At birth, Jupiter 
ruled the Second House, on the cusp, and was at 0° Cancer. In 
1914, the planet began its period of retrogradation, and the native 
was compelled to return to F ranee during the whole period of the 
war, necessarily a period of trials and financial worry. No sooner 
:was the war finished than he obtained a very lucrative and in<;leed 
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eminent position in· a foreing country. Yet, quite sincerely, he de-
clared that his pay was barely adequate. 

If Jupiter should be lord of the Seventh House in essential dignity, 
and itself posited in Cancer, and marriage should be delayed for 
any of the classic reasons (such,for example, as the majority of planets 
in the descending quadrant) • the marriage would not be impeded 
definitely by the retrogradation of Jupiter in Cancer. Indeed, the 
marriage might be fortunate from divers points of view, such as 
wealth. respect, etc., the exaltation of Jupiter and its analogy with 
the marriage taking the lead over the hindering influence of the retro-
gradation. 

Reference Iniay again be made to the first horoscope of the series. 
The native married in 1925, although Jupiter, master of the Seventh 
House (Sagittarius) was still retrograde; a marriage in university 
circles which was helpful to his social advancement. It was a marriage 
with this intention - although with liking, and it seemed to have 
been arranged as though to justify and make possible a further ·change 
in professional position which was announced by the return to Mer-
cury to direct motion a couple of years later. 

Should, however, Jupiter be retrograde at birth, and at the same 
time weak in House VII, for example, in the earlier degrees of Virgo, 
the cusp of House VII being in the earlier degrees of Leo, the planet's 
transit over the cusp of the House would not suffice to bring a 
marriage to pass, nor would its entrance in Cancer do so, since in this 
case the planet was stricken with impotence in the natal chart, whe-
reas in the previous case it was both exalted and direct at the moment 
of birth, circumstances which eliminated the effects of 

In the Eleventh House, the retrogradation of Jupiter. is more me-
nacing because here it witholds the clairvoyant judgment which is 

to distinguish between the false friends and the true, 
indeed, he will be more likely to give confidence to the former· further, 
his suspicion or his indifference may extend even to his relatives. In 
Fiery Signs or in Aquarius, these feelings will be conjoined with a 
desire to protect, direct and aid others, ·which frequently has the 
result of causing the native to seek friendships or comradeships among 
persons of a class inferior to his own. Often he does not think of 
creating useful None the less, if there are not other de-
bilities, and if Jupiter is in good aspect with the Lord of the Ascen-
dant, the retrogradation of Jupiter in House XI will not absolutely 
inhibit the native from finding protectors and counsellors among 
members of his family, or among his superiors, although with minor. 
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results and under less agreeable conditions than if Jupiter had been 
direct. 

Finally, should Jupiter have been afflicted and retrograde at the 
moment of birth, and should it become direct at the time that . it tran-
sits the Eighth House, it may well be taken as the significator of death 
for the very time when it becomes direct, especially if it form,s an 
affliction with the Progressed Ascendant and still more if this evil 
aspect should stimulate anew some affliction which had been present 
in the natal theme. 

The horoscope presented in this article is of quite curious interest 
in this regard. 

Case 1 Horoscope, feminine, Born at Lyon, France, February 
1838 

The native died at the age of 90 years and 2 months. It is to be 
noted that at the age of 90 years, Mercury, Lord of House VIII. 
became retrograde, whereas Jupiter, which had been retrograde at 
birth, became direct. It might seem, perhaps, that these two 
tances occuring at the same time, life should have been prolonged. 
But it is to be observed that, at birth, Jupiter was the sole planet iri 
aspect to the Ascendant, and although this was a semi-square, yet, 
peing in a fortunate House and in trine with Mercury, Lord 
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of the House, the correspondence with the life forces 
continued to prevail. As a matter of fact, this native had the appear-
ance, the qualities and the defects of the Jupiterian character. The 
vital fluid Wai J upiterian, also; so that when, at the age of 90 years, 
Jupiter had retrograded to the degree of Gemini 17°, in sesqui-qua-
drature to the Progressed Ascendant, and the planet received a re-
newed force on its coming to Direct Motion, the vital fluid became 
too powerful for the aging frame of the native and she died suddenly, 
while laughing and chatting with her friends right after breakfast. 

(To be continuetl) 

A l'h•atom Telephone C•JI 

From Lumen, the well-known Spanish review comes an account of 
a curious case of telekinesis bJJ telephone. A well-known doctor waa 
wakened suddenlJJ in the night bJ) the telephone ring. His servant 
heard it also. A woman's voice begged him to come at once to a 
certain address, stating that she felt death was near. The chauffeur 
ran out the car while the doctor prepared his instrument case. Arrived 
at the address given, all was dark. After ringing several 
times the chambermaid appeared, affirming that the .telephone 
was in her room and that no one had used it. The doctor insisted. 
In another room the cook was found, dead about half an hour before. 
Investigation at the Telephone Central showed that no communication 
had been made, J)et both chauffeur and doctor had heard the tele-
phone, and the woman's voice giving the address. The departing spir-
it must have reached the doctor's house, caused the bell to ring, and 
have spoken. 

Mysticism is the expression of the innate tendency of the human 
spirit towards complete harmony witli the transcendental order, what-
ever may be the theological formula under which that order is under-
stood. 

Evelyn UNDERHILL 
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9nints uf lfrost 
(2\tt 'J\stro-mdcorological 

. . : ' 

ERICH VON BECKERATH 

NE of the strangest of the phenomena of late spring is the 
constant recurrence of heavy frosts on the 11th., 12th., and 
13th. of May, and these days are popularly known as « the 
days of the Saints of Frost », St. Mamertus, P <' ncratus, 

and Servatius. Even the strictest scientific observation has foiled to 
discover any adequate explanation of the cause. Indeed, a German 
scientific authority, writing specially on the question, affirms : « the 
most exact enquiry fails to elicit a due explanation of the phenome-
non. » 

There seems to us to be some reason for assigning the cause to the 
annual conjunction of the Sun with the Fixed Star Algol, at Taurus 
25°, the Demon Srar, the most evil star of he heavens. Vivian Robson, 
in his « Fixed Stars and Constellations in Astrology », a book which · 
is a summation of the traditions on this subject, points out that the 
ancients assigned to this evil star a chilling and destructive effect, 
having a special relation to the planet Saturn. Also, following the 
German astrologer, Poellner, the influence of this star is a compound 
of Saturn and of Mars. Since the Sun has the largest orb of any 
celestial body, the duration of the transit of the Sun over Algol will 
have a force of about three days, equal to the three days of frost. 

It is important to notice that Algol is not, or rather has not al-
ways been at Taurus 25 °, since there is a movement of 50 seconds of 
a degree per year, and it would be an interesting matter to determine 
if the dates of the Saints of Frost have run back slightly in the course 
of the ages. This is for the meteorological historians to determine. In 
any case, the matter is worthy of examination for its solution would 
definitely settle the influence of the Fixed Stars in meteorology. 
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5pirituaH.etic 

Dr . V. M. BELIN 

I T IS universally known and admitted that Matter can no longer 
be considered in the same light as was possible a few years ago. 
Matter is not composed of groups of different molecules held 
together by the force of cohesion. It is composed exclusively 

of atoms, the structural part of which contains a nucleus around 
which, at a prodigious speed, gravitate a number of small 
corpuscules, which we call electrons. Let the reader be well assured 
that these statements are not hypotheses; they are proven facts. For 
every atom of each substance, we know the exact number of electrons, 
we know their modes of action in different compositions, we have 
taken note of the effects of their progressive disappearance in radio-

bodies and the consequences of this discovery have already 
shown themselves to be of extreme importance. 

is because of this advancement in knowledge that the great 
leader of physics, the Due de Broglie, Professor at the Sorbonne and 
Nobel Prize Winner, was able to write recently: « The great barrier 
which physicists had raised between radiations which are formt"d of 
waves and matter which is formed of corpuscules has now been 
thrown down. » -

We know now that not only radium and the metals associated there-
with, but that all objects in nature constantlv liberate energy. But 
we mav weJl ask what becomes of all these different forms of energy 
for which interste1lar space seems to constitute an enormous reservoir'?' 
Professor Lecornu in a recent public address before the Academy 
of Sciences declared : « Everything vibrates in the Universe. The 
most conquests of science even suggest that electrons, the ele-
ments which constitute matter, may be reduced at the last analysis 
to local condensations of energy, set in action by the unceasing move-
ments of the ether. » 

It fo1Jows, (and this is the opinion of other eminent physicistsY 
that free energy is capable /of reconstituting matter, and in the 
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course of centuries or of inillennia, it may give · rise to a series of 
successive materialisations and dematerialisations. Science thus ar-
rives at this marvellous conception of eternality of matter, having 
alternative phases, in one of which, matter takes on visible and tan-
gible form, only to lose this character in the succeeding phase. ' 

Strictly speaking, there is now no harrier which separates inanimate 
matter from living ·matter. It is true that between the two the colloidal 
substances may he observed-, but these form a transition stage which 
is even still more strange. 

The most recent bacteriological discoveries bring further precisions 
which are not only extremely suggestive in themselves but which also 
come to the of the general thesis which I am here se.tting 
forth insofar as they concern so-called « living beings ». There exists· 
a category of microbes which are only known by reason of their 
pathogenic action but which are none the less to he feared since to 
them we must ascribe hydrophobia, smallpox, yellow fever, croup, 
typhus, recurrent fever and many others. These microbes arc so 
small that some of them cannot he filtered out. 'They cannot be 
measured in the thousandth part of a thousandth of a millimeter. 
Some of these microbes are found to he of dimensions inferior to 
the smallest albuminoid molecules, which molecules are the funda-
mental elements of living matter. Under these conditions does it not 
seem possible that we are in the presence of matter or of energy which 
is almost free ? 

What is still more striking, many microbes such as those of the 
bacillus of typhoid fever or that of tuberculosis are capable of produc-
ing ultra-microscopic forms, and these forms if placed in suitable 
couditions may reproduce the bacilli which we know so well. Dr. 
Hauduroy, with infinite patience, was able at last to grasp one of 
these phases of evolution; he has described an « unknown » which 
has no definite form, which seems to be of undifferentiated life but 
which, by processes of condensation, can give rise again to microsco-
pic bodies. It seems, therefore, that life exists by itself"or, otherwise 
worded, energy by itself, which can form itself into what we -gener-
ally style « living matter » This is a fact of the m'Ost immediate 
importance. 

Speaking in a strictly scientific manner, therefore, we arc justified 
in setting forth the conception of matter, in general, as a series of 
successive materialisations; further, so far as living beings are concer-
ned, of incarnations and disincarnations alternatively. But these ex-
pressions « materialisations and dematerialisations », « incarnations 
and disincarnations », are they not just as much a part of spiritualis-
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tic terminology as of scientific terminology, and do they not possess an 
identifical meaning ? 

Thus I affirm - and insist upon it - that this unquestioned simil-
arity has been made manifest, not, of course, upon the thesis of the 
pure materialism which is now universaHy admitted to he a scientific 
heresy but basing my argument definitely on what may be called 
« ». If :we carry this analogy forward, we shall find 
that this neo-materialism gives us a conception extremely close to 
that of spiritualism in general and of the spiritistic thesis in particular. 
« Science is spiritualising in modern times » is a phrase often heard 
repeated, and the facts definitely show this to be true. 

It is clear that I am not able to dogmatise that modern science 
absolutely confirms the spiritistic thesis in its entirety; tha,t would be 
to go a grea•t deal too fast. In the last analysis, however, and accor-
ding to my understanding of the matter, spiritism seems to consider 
the soul to be a special type of energy, which, during a series of 
successive reincarnations, becomes the characteristic element of a 
given individual, in the same manner that biologically, this same 
individual possesses his own characteristic physical reactions exclusive 
to himself. By its experienc.es of trial and difficulty in many lives, 
this energy becomes able to acquire vibratory powers more and more 
intense in character and which are in correspondence with ever higher 
and higher states of evolution. 

We must admit that these facts are yet far from .being absolutely 
proved in the domains of physics and of biology, but I am confident 
that the observations made and described by leaders of spiritism 
worthy of entire confidence and by eminent authorities in metapsy-
chical study have brought modern confirmations of the highest im-
portance to the age-old conception of the soul. It is certain that science, 
which has already been able to define the relationships between 
mankind, the Earth and the U ni·1erse, will be in a position to throw 
ever-increasing light upon the mystery which surrounds life. 

Yet we may affirm and boldly, and from the present moment, 
that not only is the spiritualistic conception free from all antagonism 
to scientific thesis of the present day, as Dr. Geley made clear 
som:e years ago, but that in its most recent discoveries spiritism arri-
ved at the enunciation of a scientific basis so clear and so definite 
that the most rigoreous scientist may accept it as a working ·hypothesis, 
logical and rational at every point. This being so, we have the full 
right to claim that spiritism or spiritualism in its general ·conceptions, 
has a sound scientific basis. 

Translate,d (by permission) from La Revue S,pirite (Paris) issue 
of March 1931)_ 
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«rat 9orils lttco11nition 
by TOM LEON 

] F A TE led me to visit a large cat show not long ago. Over 
six hundred exhibits embracing almost every variety of 
domestic or sacred cats had been brought together to com-
pete for championships and prizes, and had attracted a 

miscellaneous crowd of human beings to admire their beauty or rar-
ity. 

As I wandered down the aisles of the great building in which the 
scene was staged my attention was attracted by a dark and slender 
lady, who bent tenderly over one of the pens endeavouring to recon-
cile its cccupant to the confining wires. Her straight black hair was 
trimmed squarely across her brow, and her deeply-sunk eyes shone 
brilliantly from a bronzed and oval face, reminding me curiously of 
some priestess of ancient Egypt, and those far off, yet deathless days, 
when the cat had been held in reverent awe as symbol of all that 
was most sacred. 

Presently she looked up and our eyes met, and with that freemas-
onry which a strong interest held in -common bestows, we quickly 
introduced ourselves, and soon I was listening to a strange narrative. 

It has been asserted, » said my new-made friend, « that we 
may sometimes obtain the answer to problems which perplex us by 
holding them in thought when we are about to fall asleep, and earn-
estly desiring their solution. With this in mind I determined one 
night to seek the explanation of a minor question that offen eecurred 
to me. Why is it that the many cats of which I have been the owner, 
have, even as tiny kittens, displayed the most extraordinary affection 
for me, which neither time or painful trial of their trust has ever been 
able to efface i Nothing in the life I consciously lead accounts for 
the intensity of their devotion, nor is it explainable by magnetic at-
traction, since not all cats, but only certain ones are thus drawn to me. 
There must be some occult cause. What can the reason be i I asked 
the question as I fell asleep, and, as if in reply, I dreamed a vivid 
dream, . 

. « thought I wandered through an ancient necropolis, and, with-
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out seeking, discovered a hidden entrance to a stonebuilt vault I 
vaguely remeIIl\bered having seen before. In its walls small niches 
had been cut, and, as I looked more closely, I saw that each recess 
was occupied by the form of a mummied cat, which an inner vision 
enabled me to realise was not truly dead, but might be better describ-
ed as in a state of suspended animation. 

« Something wthin me awoke, as I gazed in wonder, and opened 
for me a doorway into the Past. « Why! » I exclaimed, I now 
recollect that in the long ago I myself placed these little forms in this 
gloomy tomb. thinking them dead, yet with a loving hope that some-
day the Spirit of Life might reanimate them. There lie the dishes 
of food I put for their ka' s sustenance, and yonder burns the lamp 
I lighted that they might not fear the gloom. The magical ceremonies 
with which I laid their bodies to rest have preserved all as I left it. > · 
Thus I mused, when suddenly a Voice from an unseen source broke 
into my meditation. 

« And now, it said, « your mission is to reconduct your former 
charges to .the material world wherein your present lot is cast. You 
are to provide for them a loving home, and tenderly to guard them 
through another mortal life. They are not dead, but await the call 
to return to the sunshine, and beauty, and interest of the world that 
lies above this tomb. They will recognise in you the guardian of their 
earlier life, and feel for you a strong and grateful love of an intensity 
that you cannot account for, since you have drunk of the water of 
Lethe, and forgotten the Past. Do not be tempted to belittle your 
Mission, for great Trees spring from tiny seeds, and all life is of 
Divine Origin. » The Voice ceased, and I awoke, its accents still 
rmgmg m my ears. 

« Thus was my question answered, and now I see the Hand of 
a Guiding Power in all things, even in our seemingly chance meeting 
of to-day. » 

The lady paused, her story ended, and on my listening ears there 
fell the sonorous note of the great hall clock, reminding me I must hast-
en on elsewhere. I glanced once more into the deep c;lark eyes from 
which her soul looked forth to mine, and suddenly Life seemed 
fraught with meaning and worthy of the suffering and effort it ent-
ailed. She had brought me a message, for I now perceived that nothing 
was trivial, and no creature lived in vain. Our hands met in a fare-
well clasp, and we murmured in unison « au revoir ». To both of 
us a strange knowledge come: we had IDiet before, and our reu-
nion, brief though it was, argued that some day we should come into 

again. 
I I f • 
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tpool of Jtl<tUtr 

ANNA RAKER ANDRE 

T HERE is One Life - it is Mother. Vibration is Her Son 
--God. 

God planned, His plan is perfect. He planned Man, 
a triune being; body, mind and soul. 

Man is endowed with seven senses, corresponding with the Sacred 
Seven. Man demonstrates five senses; two are in folded, the intuition-
al and cosmic senses being dormant. 

God designed Man on the order of the Solar System. In the Solar 
System the Sun is the generative centre and every planet responds to 
the Sun's vibration at all times and seasons. The sex function is the 
Sun-centre of our mortal bodies, and when these rays are left undis-
turbed they transmute and elevate the sex forces, the nerves 
and unfolding the sixth sense consciousness. Thus the body becomes 
.n instrument upon which invisible currents and rhythms play, enabling 

the hearing of higher tones, of astral colours and of healing powers 
beyond the scope of the five lower senses. 

The mortal body, alchemically presented as Mercury, Sulphur 
and Salt, is the Pool of Matter. When the body is perfectly calm 
it is likened to a still pool, and is acted upon by generative rays from 
the Sun and Moon, as is all life. Under that stimulus, the waters 
arc troubled, and healing rays send forth their influences. If the 
body he stirred with finite thoughts, creating mental rhythms only, 
then is a misty veil thrown over the divine vision, 

Hypnotic-release silences finite thought-waves and the subconscious 
mind will reflect the wisdom for wich one searches in vain - for 
who among mortals can define Infinite Intelligence? 

_ < Veil upon veil will lift, but there must be veil upon veil behind.» 
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atmtmbranct of a $.ormtr frift 

HIEN-PHAP 

AVERY clear case of regressive memory is reported is by the 
«Revue Caodaiste ». Caodaism is a very important modem 

religion in South-Eastern Asia, partly Confucian, partly 
Taoist and partly Buddhist, with a strong spiritualistic ten-

dency and since the case has been especially studied by the editor ef 
this important Annamite journal. it deserves our attention. 

On several occasions the editor of the Caodaist Review had heard 
rumours concerning the strange powers of a child aged 7 years, who 
lived in a small village in Annam, called Dire-Lap, and especially 
that this child had a perfect memory of some of his previous lives. 
In August 1930 the investigator made a special voyage to this village; 
little information of real value was secured for the reason that the 
child, being intimidated by the presence of a stranger, answered all 
questions vaguely or with curt retorts. Nevertheless, as the case 
seemed to be of special importance and worthy of scientific study 
under strict control, a second enquiry was set on foot. It was arranged 
that the child should be taken to the house of the resident teacher at 
the village of Tan-Phu-Thuong where the phenomena might be 
studied at leisure. Fallowing is the result of the second investigation : 

The child is 7 years old and named Pham-van-Non. His parents 
live in very humble circumstances and have their home at Dire-Lap. 
a village which is situated more than five miles from the nearest colo-
nial highway. 

One day that Non was playing beside the highway, he saw his 
grand-uncle going out into the fields, leading an ox. 

« Where are you going? » he asked. 
« I am going to cut some wood to build a house », the old m<w 

replied. 
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« Give up your plan, it will be useless to you, because I can tell 
you now, Uncle, that you will be dead in ten days. » 

The old villager took no head of the prediction which had been 
given him, considered it as childishness and went on his way. But, 
having returned home in the evening, he did not forget to repeat the 
words of the child to his parents and to some of his gossips in the 

-

Exactly ten days later, the death of the old man happened precisely 
upon the day indicated and, thus justifying the prediction of the child, 
created a great stir in the village. Many people were anxious and 
others who were merely curious ran to the hut where lived young Non 
and plied him with questions. To those who were possessed of a 
certain amount of instruction, the boy answered gently, but to those 
who put senseless questions, or who spoke to him of matters of a 
greedy N immoral nature he gave but short answers and often sulky 
ones. It was in the course of these revelations or predictions that the 
boy made several references to his previous existances ·On earth. It 
was this point which we especially desired to elucidate. 

« I was formerly », he said, « incarnated in a feminine b dy, the 
mother of a very important man, M.C .... living at Song-T ra (Dirc-
Hoa). In front of the house where I used to live in my last life, 
there still stands a grove of trees. I can remember very well having 
driven a long nail into an arequa tree, which is still standing in the 
same place. What is really curious is that this very day, in that house, 
they are now celebrating the anniversary of my former death. What 
a pity it is that I cannot be there to take part of it! » 

This revelation having excited a great deal of curiosity among 
these who heard it, several people set of immediately to the village 
of Song-Tra, some distance off, to find out whether or not the boy's 
words were true. To their very great amasement every detail was 
confirmed. It was actually the anniversary of the· date of the death 
of the woman in question, a fact which the boy could not possibly 
have known; moreover the nail was found in the tree, and it was 
certain that Non had never been to the distant village; the nail was 
embedded in the bark and was only found by the scar. 

Even more curious was .the boy's statement that just before his 
present incarnation, he had known in the soul-life a little girl whose 
mother was an actress living in the neighbourhood and whose name 
was Tang On, also that both he and the little girl had been incarnated 
on the same day. Although the boy had never left his native village 
he was able to give all the details of the life of this little girl. 
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Desiring to prove this matter also, we took Non in a river boat to the 
village where the theatrical troupe was playing; he pointed out the 
little dancer without any hesitation. On inquiry from the mother of 
the girl : we learned that the child had been born on th.e same day 
as Non. 

What are we to conclude from all this? In the presence of 
nomena so clearly set forth and submitted to rigorous control, we 
can only join in the hope that thorough scientific research will enable 
a full confirmation of the truth which underlies oriental revelations. 
at the present time overborne by the obscurantism of the occident. 

Translated (by permission) from the Revue Caodaiste, Annam., 
issue of F ebruarJJ 1931 ) 

Do your very best to copy great examples. Do not fear that you 
will be taken for a - there is a certainty that your own 
defects or powers will show forth. · 

All lazy people hate the mysterious. 
Baudelaire 

There is an immense depth of thought in commonplace phrases. 
They would not have become commonplace had not the feelings of 
generations of men seen their truth. 

You may judge a man by his enthusiasms, but you cannot always 
judge him by the character of his daily work. 

E.very man has something of the priest in his nature. But some 
debase their own cult, and others exalt it. 

The difference between evolution and reform is that the former 
seeks beauty and the latter seeks only change. 

" : I! -
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$act 

'• SCARABEE " 

UTSTRETCHED, on the very summit of the Mount 
of Tranquillity, dominating the whole World, I contemplate 
the Heavens in all their immensity : an opalescent night, 
milky with dust of stars, vibrant with stellar rays bearing 

the Divine mind bending towards Earth, and of the Prayer of Man 
lifting unceasingly. Their eternal might conjoins in Space, in knots 
invisible which I can feel to tighten, to loosen, to draw together 
again. And this activity, beyond the power of my seizing, silent, 
unwearying, fills me with a holy fear. 

Slowly the Heavens cloud with dimness and become as a huge 
dome of semi-translucent crystal. My gaze finds no point of fixation, 
and wanders, lost, in these soundless limbos. 

Suddenly, at the zenith, a denser point appears. It seems to move. 
though almost imperceptibly. Thence - I know it, I feel it - a 
Thing which shall transcend all understanding shall descend upon me. 

I look - and wait. 
The point increases, lengthens, takes form, and a Finger, immense 

and awesome, stretches forth and touches my heart. And I feel that 
by this touch, coming thus from the Heavens, even to me, my heart 
- so small a thing ; -- shall live in a few glowing instants its Life 
of alJ eternity. 

The Finger withdraws, leaving a strange emptiness there, where 
it had touched me. The tears well up in me. Is abandonment to be 
my lot ? Where is that point of the heavenly Vault whence come the 
Finger marking rey heart with an ineffaceable sign that can never 
fade ?-0, oppressing anguish! I see n0thing ! I am as the blind! And, 
as the blind, my gaze searches in vain, though not without hope f 

Circles of light gleam within my eyelids. Glowing, diminishing, 
sparkling again, they come and go in interlacing motion, passing trans-
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parently the one within the other, leaving behind them swift tracks 
of dazzlement ! 

I watch them, ravished ! _ 
Ceasing their etheric whirling and obeying some secret command, 

these circles of Wonder set themselves in ordered array and now 
they· form a column of streaming brilliance, reaching upwards from 
me to the Infinite. My gaze uplifts in exaltlltion towards the summit! 
I see! At last, I see ! 

Close to me, and far away - for my soul is in my gaze - bursts 
in the perfect circle of light, a radiant triangle, generator of the 
eternal lights of all the Universes. I feel myself dissolve in its intense 
and glowing rays, and yet I dare to look; and for my boldness in 
daring to gaze full into that dazzling radiancy, it is given into me to 
see within the Light Itself ! 

In that a·rdent resplendence, beyond conception, amid refulgences 
of even greater radiance, opens suddenly, dominatingly, awesome, 
an Eye: The Eye which sees all, and pierces all : Space and Time, 
Worlds and Beings, themselves created and vivified by Its glance, 
alone. Can it be that I am·, in « The Presence? » 

My eyelids stiffen as though never again to close, and the globes 
of my eyes become insensible, useless as those of an ancient statue, 
but, within me, is born an hitherto unknown power of vision and my 
eyes of flesh cannot serve me to support the brightness of the Revealing 
Look. 

The Revelation comes, presents itself, takes form in the Pupil 
of infinite depth, for a moment softened - humanised almost of the 
Eye of Eyes. By my inner life, by my breath and my heart, shall I 
receive it. 

I am ready. It is there ! - I feel it ! 
The face of a man - of thousands of years ago 
And Memory uprushes in me, swift, exact, cutting like lightning. 
It works its swift metamorphosis in all fullness, and beyond Time 

and Space, I live the life of that man. , 

Yes, it is He, the Chief of the Greater Cave, and myself, yes, it 
is . myself that I see, the preferred one among them all. He is fine, 
strong and more powerful than any other, and I tremble before him. 
He will soon come back from the hunt, carrying his bleeding quarry, 
probably wounded, himself. 

At the further end of the cave. I prepare for Him a heap of dead 
leaves covered with the great bear-skin. He will be better, there. 
Three nights and days he has been away on the hunt with the others. 
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I will go and get fresh water from the spring in the big jar which I 
made with my hands. He will be thirsty, and I shall bathe his wounds. 
With my companions we will grill the beast over the fire, and if it 
is a bison we shall have food for a whole moon ! What a fine weapon 
he will make with the leg- bone and a stone ! He makes them the 
best. . 

He will not return, now, before nightfall. I will light the path to 
the cave with a burning pine-tree brand. 

If only he does not scold too angrily ! He frightens me so when 
he is angry and fights with the others. His voice is like thunder, his 
eyes dart fire, and his teeth are terrible to see ! That always happens 
when the prey is divided up, but always the others are beaten and it 
is he who is obeyed. He is the chief ! I felt it the day he carried me 
away. How I shrieked ! I was terrified. All my sisters ran away, 
in fright, I thought he would kill me ! And now, I wait for him, 
and prepare his sleeping place. 

I am the favoured One, before them all ! 

The vision fades. 

The Face reappears, transformed, less rough-hewn and less hir-
sute, almost smiling, and with it recurs the memory of other-while, 
carrying me back again within its activity: 

How good it is on the shore of the lake, at the feet of white and. 
blue mountains. The green water laps gently against the black wood-
en piles supporting all the reed huts above the water. 

I have many companions, and together we prepare hooks for the 
fishing. The great rafts are to go far, to-day. Oh, I wanted so to 
go with the fishers ! I am not afraid of the water, and I know how 
to swin, but the father of my litttle ones forbade me and I do not 
dare to disobey him. The biggest raft is his, and he brings back, al-
ways, the largest catch of fish. 

There, the hooks are ready. Now, we must look after the fibre 
nets. Ours is full of holes, but our fingers are quick to make knots, 
many knots, and the children help, too. 

There he comes, the gaff-hook over his shoulder. How fine he is 
with his long red beard ! Oh, I am happy that he chose me - although 
my sister was prettier. He is very fond of the little ones - all boys 
- and that makes me so proud ! The men come and go, untying 
the rafts, pushing them off with their long hooked sticks, and jumping 
aboard. Ours is the first to go, the others follow in file. He, standing 
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on the foremost raft, commands all the flotilla. His hair and his beard 
- like flames lit by the sun - fly in the wind; he seems even taller 
on the water than on land ! All the rafts are gone, now, and far 
away they seem small, so small. . 

I go into the cabin, but, through a crack between the reeds, I look 
again. I can still see the leading raft. He is still standing up and so 
commanding ! 

The scene dims, and' leaves an emptiness as of sleep in my memory. 
Where is the Face ? . 

It returns, grave, solemn. 
I see the Face, through a cloud of blue smoke. smelling strangely 

sweet. Oh, I am in a vast temple, and I am quite sm.all, at the foot 
of an immense column. It is dark and cool within, but outside on the 
steps, the sun is blazing down. Silence fills the temple. I am crou-
ched before two great shallow bowls of metal filled with burning 
coals, which I fan constantly with a little woven fan. It is I who must 
watch over the in the temple of the kind Goddess. 
The young hierophant passes very close to the incense-burners, and I 
see him every day, without ever speaking to him ! He is more beauti-
ful than the chief of the Gods, and he knows all their secrets ! The 
Gods never pass by me, they do not move, they do not sing, and 
their eyes never look at me ! He sings, and his voice rises like a 
column of crystal, his arms and his hands make gesture of divine 
harmony before the Deity, when he blesses the crowd. When he 
passes close to role, with. his slow and grave step, I can almost touch 
his robe, and I hear the soft tread of his bare feet on the cool stone. 

His glance has glided upon me. Has he really seen me ? But, ever 
since that moment, I wish ever to remain the Watcher of the Incense 
and always between His form and mine there will be the blue swirls 
of perfumed clouds that I feel ! I am very happy - and very sad I 

The incense smoke blots out everything, and vapours bring sleep 
upon me. Oblivion ! Darkness and infinite repose - welcome after 
suffering. 

But the Eye of Fire gives me life again, and The Face is there, 
bending over mine. - It is young, very young, full of ardour. The 

· very forces of Nature are aflame in His glance, and I drink in His 
breath ! 

I swim in a great sea, all blue, all warm and tender, under a sky 
all pure ! The air is resonnant like a joyous bell, and little joyful 
screams escape my throat. I come out of the water, and get dry in 
the sun, stretched upon the hot sand. Oh, h9w wondtw'ful I 
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From far away I hear the bleating of goats . and the sounds of a 
flute - its He and his flock ! 

He is coming, he comes towards me I 
His silhouette stands out sharply against the sunlight upon the 

blue sea. Girdled with a goatskin, his limbs seem more supple and 
his shoulders larger. 

I cannot wait any longer. Slipping on me my light tunic, I dart 
towards him ! His bare clasp me, almost too tightly, and I bend 
like a floweMtem. Our kisses and our laughter ring together, our 
teeth glint in the sunshine, our eyes are joy itself ! 

At my feet he sets forth the treasures of his pouch, newly fresh sea-
weeds of striking colours. He lays them on my bare shoulder, and 
that brings a · burst of laughter ! They are so ice-cold and my skin 
is so warm from the sun ! And now - sea shells, rose and black, 
threaded on a strand of wool; he puts the necklace around my neck 
and I clap my hands for pleasure ! Next some wild iris, yellow and 
mauve, which he sticks into my dark hair. I · think I must look thus 
very beautiful ! I give him my purple girdle and make a band of it 
for his head. He looks like a king ! He laughs, too, kisses me and 
takes me in his arms. 

'f'here is also a comb of wild honey, fresh figs, cactus fruit, meal-
cake and curds. Gluttonously together we eat, under the shade of a 
fig-tree. Happy, free, without cares, the heat woos us to sleep amid 
our kisses. 

The sound of songs awakens us. Other goat-herds and their com-
panions have come. It is a joyous band, and we leap and dance in 
rounds to the sound of the flutes and tambourines. Evening comes; 
an immense moon rises from the sea, and night swings down with its 
millions of tiny lighted lamps. He asks me to remain with him. He is 
my chosen, and hand in hand we shall go for ever. 

Suddenly, far away, the pointed mountain belches forth in hor-
rible flames, sea, sky, - all is on fire ! The earth rumbles and trem-
bles with anger. The Gods are in ire ! 

Clasping each other in anguish, petrified with horror, we see the 
vast flow of fire and the billows of blood-red fumes rushing upon us. 
A rain of ash suffocates all living things under a burning winding 
sheet. Centuries must pass ere life shall rise again from that deran-
gement. 

Yet the time has come when · it seizes me again, with piercing 
strokes, and the Radiant Eye, renewer of all things, sends me, with 
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the rapidity of the lightning, the vision of the dear Face, ever the 
same, yet ever different. And always its sight plunges me anew in its 
life. 

He is standing before me, harp in hand, in the Hall of Feasting. 
Seated on the highest seat, adorned with my longest train and all my 
pearls, I listen to his song of farewell and tears of infinite sadness fill 
my eyes. To-morrow he rides away with his comrades, all bearing 
the Cross of the Crusade upon their breast. Shall I ever see again He 
to whom I have given my heart and my faith, and who has given me 
his promise of loyalty ? I shall wait for him, though it be a hundred 
years, but he alone shall lead me to the altar. His going takes away 
my life I 

The vision fades - and comes back again. I find him again bend-
ing over a strange crucible of clay wherein a strange Iiquid boils. I, 
the old servant adoring her master, I blow the fire. The chamber is 
low and dark, filled with books and all manner of strange objects. I 
know that he knows everything, and that I know nothing. He works 
night and day and he spe1aks to the stars. Every one fears him, but 
He cures all those who are sick. He is very old, very good, and I 
have never left him. I have but one wish - to die with my old master. 
My aged sight blurs, I fall asleep and all disappears. My sleep is 
long, very long, plunged in the deep shadows of repose and refreshing 
forgetfulness. 

The Eye of Light brings me back to life, and I am strong and full 
of confidence. In its creative ray, from far away, comes slowly to-
ward me an enchanting vision, and I feel myself penetrated by a joy 
and an unknown ern:otion which lifts me and precipitates me in 
wonder forwards. We meet in Space I Ravished and amazed, I gaze 
in bliss. 

Two marvellous human forms, clad in radiant and palpitating 
light, are upright before me, their hands stretched out to me. They 
mingle with each other and complete each other so perfectly that the 
very edges of their auras are everywhere double. One, larger than 
the other, seems to protect the smaller one. They are quite distinct, 
one from the other, and yet they seem to form but one single lumin,-
ous Being. And my wondermeDt increases. 

In every line, in every detail of the two faces so glorious and so 
closely linked together I recognised the lineaments of « The Face » 
I had seen a thousand times, and of my own. And these - illumjned 
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with an unspeakable tenderness, are indeed those · of the Present 
Time; my spouse and myself - my spouse of all eternity and Myself 
he who is my honoured master, my revered protector, my joyous com-
rade, my most precious friend, my unique ideal. my ever betrothed, 
all in one. 

Still with hands outstretched, the double luminous apparition turns 
slowly and with a gesture points to the far and vaporous horizon, 
golden with a light, where an intense life seems to shimmer. 

Rising upwards, most ·marvellously, together, the two Auras as-
cend and float thither. 

Instinctively I start forward and want to follow them, but I am 
heavy as a stone. 

« Oh, do you leave me ? Do you abandon me ? Shall you never 
return ? » A sob shokes my speech. 

Anguished, tortured, I make a despairing effort to free myself. 
In vain. I fall again, heavier than before. 

« Pity ! Pity ! Let me follow you ! » 
And from far, far away, the two resplendent Twin Forms, grown 

to a vast magnitude, covering nearly all the heavens, bend towards 
me. 

« Have patience and hope ! » they bid me. « Your time is not 
yet come. Keep a sure confidence. Already, in the Beyond, we keep 
His place and Yours. If, in all the ages of the long past, you have 
always found each other, nothing in the great Future can separate 
you. See ! Your two souls on Earth, your small human hearth-fire, 
has already lighted this double Light here on High. Watch over it. 
Do not let it be extinguished, or you must go to the Shadows, and 
never again behold each other. Have patience, and watch. Your times 
have not yet come ! » 

Gently, the double Aura passed from sight, and I awakened. 

The Dawn was breaking in the sky, and happiness flooded my 
soul. 

It takes a great many words to express what one sees, and the more 
superficial is the thing described, the more easy it is to find the words; 
but few words suffice to say what one feels and the deeper the feelings 

more hardly come the words. 
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Co1mic N umhera in Human Life 
by 

WILLIAM T. WRCHO VSKY 

1r HE STUDY of the cosmic and anthroposophic speculations 
of the Ancients possesses a peculiar interest and fascination, 
especially the striking conformity of certain basic views 
expressed - by the thinkers who lived contemporaneously 

and yet so widely apart as the sages of Chaldea, India, Egypt, 
Greece and ancient China. The supposition of a mutual plagiarism 
of these views does not suffice to explain this far-reaching conformity 
of thoughts. 

We know that there must have been communication between the 
Chaldaeans and the Hindus of anciens times, we are informed that 
Pythagoras had studied in India and Egypt; there is evidence that 
at nearly the same time two « invasions » of Hindu philosophy took 
place about 500 and again 340 B.C., but as to a similar communi-
cation between the Near and the Far East we are as yet ignorant, 
though it must have existed. 

Perhaps the most striking conformity is the role of the number 
432 in the old Astronomy of the Chaldaeans, Hindus and Egyptians. 
According to W.J ones, Davis, Colebrooke, le Gentil and others the 
Astronomy of the Hindus is based on « magic seeing ». as the Surya-
Siddhanta (argumentation received from, the Sun) points to the Brah-
ma-Siddhanta (argumentation received from Brahma) .In their calcul-
ation of the Great Periods of the world.the Kalpas and Yugas (Maha-
Yuga 4.320.000 years) the number 432 has a similarly prominent 
position as in the World-Year of the Chaldaeans 432.000 years, and 
at this point it is surely striking that Kepler in his Harmonices Mundi 
used this number of the Yuga-period as-basic in his own calculations, 
without having the least knowledge of the Indian and Chaldaean pe- · 
riods. Moreover, this number moves into a peculiar light when we ob-
serve that the kabbalistic value of the word « tebel » (terrestrial globe, 
world) equals 432. Further, Schubert has called attention to the fact 
that no other composed number is more deeply impressed in the rela-
tions of Nature than 432; thus, for example, the diam,eter of the_ 
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of the earth equals 432 radii of the Sun, and the diameter of the 
orbit of the Moon is nearly equal to 432 radii of the Moon. 

This number, when multiplied with 60, gives 25.920, the year-
period of the precession of the equinoxes (Platonic Year), at the 
expiration of which period the Sun returns to the same sign of the 
Zodiac, the yearly recession of the Equinoxes equaling approximate-
ly 5 I seconds. ' 

According to the views of the Ancients, Man, viewed as the Mi-
crocosm, bears the stamp of the Macrocosm, and though - to the 
uninformed - this ancient belief may scarcely do more than rouse an 
antiquarian interest in modern times, it seems sure that, in at least two 
cases, this interrelation man and the 'Universe can be de-
monstrated. 

So far as we are aware, this process of reasoning has not been 
shown forth before. Hence the data are stated with full reserve, 
though once attention is called to them, it is difficult fo believe that 
such correlations should be purely coincidental, and they « give to 
think ! » 

In the search for a possible interrelation between man and the 
Cosmos, it is obvious that the most important function of life, viz. 
man's breathing and the duration of his life, should at first be scruti-
nized. The result is surprising enough. The healthy man breathes 18 
times a minute in the average, which gives the figure of 25.920 
breaths for the day. It may therefore be said that the Platonic num-
ber determines the day of Man (for the breath is the life) in the 
same manner that this number rules the Precessional Motion, in 
which man is placed, each Precessional Period being known as a 
«day of Brahm ». The day of a man, and the Day of Brahm are 

measured by the same ·figure, and the microcosm is thus an image of 
Furthermore, normally, Nature gives to man a normal 

full lifetime of about 70-71 years' duration (the « threescore years 
and ten » of the Bible). If leapyears be included in the calculation, 
that is to say if the year is counted as 365 .25 days then 71 years 
correspond to 25.932 days, or very close to the cosmic figure of 
25.920. 

We may be allowed, therefore, to consider the Platonic number as 
a measurement for the duration of man's normal life, the human day 
equal'ling 25.920 breaths and the human life equalling 25.920 days. 
And, as a Platonic day equals to about 71 years, the following 
equation is perhaps permissible : Man's life-time is to the Platonic 
Year, as a day .of the human life to his year. 
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Continuing our researches, we meet another striking relation. The 
heart of man is placed under a certain angle in the cavity of the chest. 
The mean value of this angle, variable at the special individual, 
ascertained on the basis of numerous measurings, is 231 /2 degrees, 
in which we recognize. at first sight another important astronomical 
number; the obliquity of the ecliptic, which for the year 1931 is 
23°26'54'. 

I should wish to repeat that while no internal relation of these 
dates is necessarily set forth by their purely outward conformity, in 
which they find their numeric expression; yet the attention of readers 
may justifiably be called to these outward relations. Much might be 
said concerning the esoteric significance of these figures, but this may 
be left for future treatment. 

An Unu•ual Find 

«About -15 or 20 years ago, I was living with friends in Hungary, 
near the Roumanian frontier, a region as flat as a plate and very 
sandy. One evening, walking up and down the sandy paths, I lost one 
of my rings, precious to me for the sake of memories. I noticed the 
loss only on retiring. Immediately I left my room, alarmed the whole 
house, and we hunted everywhere with a lantern and matches. All 
m vam. 

« Early nextmorning, as soon it was light, I went out, and sear-
ched every irlch of theground. Nothing was to be found. It was only 
a small ring, but I was much distressed. 

« I was sitting at my window, about 8 o'clock, when the carriage-
and-pair passed my window. Quite unconscious of why the words 
should come to my lips I called out to my two pet horses: 

« Darlingid Push my ring out of the sand! » 
«And I knew within myself, absolutely knew, that they would do 

it. I ran down the walk looking confidently at every hoof-print, and, 
at the very last, on the ridge of sand raised by the horse's hoof, was 
my little ring. 

« I have wondered often since. Was this prevision, or did m.y sud-
den thought and confidence actually exert some action ? > 

A. Lang d'ARX 
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Jnuieiblt. Stings in 11nh hlorlb• 

FRANCIS ROLT·WHEELER 

v 
Creatures of Chaos 

1 r HE REALM of Chaos, as we have shown in a preceding 
article, is the Not-Self of Cosmic Manifestation. If this 
phrase seem obscure, let it he said that as soon as the Divine 
Word took form upon Itself, all that was not the Word was 

Chaos. We have also shown that Chaos is a Negative Evil, but that 
there il:I ever a movement permitting - even compelling it, at the 
last - to enter the realm of Negative Good and later of Positive 
Good. This is the Course of Evolution. 

It is highly important to remember that the word « Being », which 
implies an existence in itself, and possessed of life as we understand it, 
is a state of Spirit plus Matter which has its origin in movement. 
The most primitive « Being » was a movement, and was nothing 
but a movement. In the popular sense of the word, it had no <<body» ; 
but in the scientific sense of the word it did so have, for « bodies » ; 
I« solid substance »,or « matter » in modern science are known to 
be merely states of motion. Ice is more solid than water, water than 
steam, steam than the gases hydrogen and oxygen which compose 
it, and these again are more · « substantial » than the ether in which 
revolve ion and anion particles, yet the difference between all these 
is merely matter of movement. Steam vibrates more rapidly than 
water, and water than ice, and that is the essential. 

There are Invisible Beings, then, belonging to the realm of Chaos 
which may be regarded as nothing but movement. They are beyond 
the vision of the most gifted clairvoyant. J"hey can be ·known -
li'ke so many things in this world - only by their effects. Just as 
a tornado, invisible to normal vision - for the visible cloud-whirl 
is of dust, not of the atmosphere - can pick up a « solid » house and 
throw it half a mile or more, so, in an infinitesimal sense, may an 
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etheric tornado in Chaos influence more fully form.ed (more «solid>) · 
matter. . -... , 

Without going into too much detail, it will suffice to point out that 
these Invisible Beings or Creatures of Chaos fall into three classes: 
those who are Negatively Evil, those who are Positively Evil, and 
those who are Negatively Good. Those who are Positively Good 
no longer belong to the Realm of Chaos, having already set forth 
upon the path of evolution. 

Let us further consider Motion viewed as. a Being. It is a charac• 
teristic of Motion that it gives rise to other motion. If a stone be 
thrown into the water, the double force of the lateral muscular pro-
jection, and the gravitational pull downward will give rise to other 
motion in the water, evidenced by the ripples spreading from the point 
where the stone entered the water; if there be a cork on the water, 
it ;will dance up and down in obedience to these ripples; if the cork 
be big enough and attached to a piston, the latter will slide up and 
down in a cylinder as the cork rises and falls, and will thus produce 
energy which may be (and has been) converted into electric force, 
by which an incandescent lamp may be « lighted » or made to glow 
with a light. All these changes are but transformations of 
energy, or, otherwise said, are but different movements which result 
from the first movement. 

A G-eature of Chaos, then, consisting solely of Movement, has 
the power to bring other creatures of movement into being. One may 
regard such Invisible Entities - for simplicity's sake - as whirl· 
winds or miniature tornadoes, or - as they are often called -
« whirlpools in the ether ». Having no other form than unconscious 

movement, their individual power over formed matter may be very 
slight, but, in large numbers, it can be appreciable. If, as has been 
shown in the preceding article, such an Entity or Creature of Chaos 
has had the opportunity to be embraced in the centrifugal force of 
a Divine Spark, and has not brought this opportunity into realization, 
but speeds outward centripetally, then it has gained Positive Evil by 
not embracing Good. Its power as an entity, thus, is increased, but 
as a force tending to Darkness, and not as a Force of Light These 
out-speeding entities cross the paths of other « Beings », themselves 
but movements, and so may either be neutralized or augmented in 
their force. At the same time, the Divine Spark is constantly acting 
through Chaos (not in Chaos) and this. also, sets up paths of motion. 
The question of habitual tracks then arises, though this must not . be 
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con.founded with the ¢ tracks in space » made by atom in formation. or . 
by thought-forms, with which we shall deal, later. 

All Chaos, then, is peopled with Creatures of Chaos. or Movement-
Beings, whose organization consists of nothing more than a rhythm. 
The initial movement is centripetal but curvilinear (the point is im-
por.tant, especially to those who are interested in the doctrine of the 
Curvature of Space) and so it brings these Beings of Chaos back 
again, the centripetal movement having become centrifugal in and 
of itself, by the Law of Equal Compensation. 

As. in the unequal orbits of different movement-beings. many 
factors may have entered in to impinge upon their elliptical motion, 
their rhythms will rarely be in concordance with the rhythms 
blished by the Divine Sparks in their formation of initial matter. 
A few may be. These will be coordinated to the Creation Rhythms, 
wil! be incorporated in the Matter-forming Spark and will begin to 
take their part in the Evolutionary Process of the accretion of 
Matter around Spirit. Those whose rhythm is discordant will fly forth 
again, their separative or disruptive force augmented. Many will 
have felt the pull of the true rhythm, and, though they may not have 
attained harmony in their whirling course will have approached it 
partially, ready to be drawn in on their next return. 

We must consider Chaos, then, as peopled with Invisible Beings, 
whose bodies are Movement, and whose rhythms may be either con-
cordant with Cosmic Creation or discordant therewith. Infinitesimally 
smalI in themselves, fhey are highly responsive to any exterior influ-
ence, and those who are in rhythm: or in harmony with constructive 
forces will be attracted thereto, as filings of steel to a magnet. while 
the dissonant forces may multiply in discordance. 

These Movement-Beings are the Motion-Stuff of Matter. The 
very cells of our bodies are permeated with them; the air is f4ll. II 
follows, therefore. that every act we do, and every thought we think 
compulsorily affects these Creatures of Chaos. If we create or act 
constructively in the ordinary ways of life. we draw to ourselves those 
Movement-Beings, who are on their way upward, helping them as 
well as ourselves. and thus we share in the work of Spiritual 
Evolution; if we act for the forces of destruction, we add to the 
disruptive elements and the Evil Entities of Chaos throng in upon us. 
When we remember that, by the mere action of living and its corre-
lated process of waste, we set free from ourselves vast numbers of 
Mavement-Beings. every day. it is clear that those who come to, 
replace them will be either discordant or concordant. ThQrefore we , 
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build ourselves up either in disaccord with the Cosmic patterns or 
in harmony with it. 

It may be asked if these Invisible Bodies have any direct influence 
on our bodies. Individually, very little. Our bodies have become so 
fully organized that the impact of the Creatures of Chaos is imper• 
ceptible, even though we build up our physical bodies from rhythms 
of the Light or of the Shadows. But if the question be asked whether 
the Creatures of Chaos have any effect upon the soul, the spirit, or 
the higher bodies, the answer cannot be so summarily given. . 

The Invisible Beings of Chaos were potent factors at the first 
outsurging of Spirit to form matter, and there is every reason to 
suppose that they will resume potency at the last stage of the return 
of Matter into Spirit. To express this statement of humanity, 
it may be rende.red thus: the Invisible Beings of Chaos are at both 
horizons; if we go back far enough, we find them; if we go on far 
enough, we find them again. Reduce this, again, to still more definite 
terms, and we find that the Invisible Beings of Chaos are fundamental 
in our physical bodies, and also in the loftiest realms of the highest 
bodies. And if we strive for closer definition still, we may say that 
the disruptive Creatures of Chaos are closely allied with physical 
disorder, and with disease; while, in the ecstatic moments when we 
function in our highest bodies, we find ourselves consciously able to 
attract the Entities who are in Cosmic Harmony. 

All this may appear remote, and such Beings may seem to have 
but small actual interest in yet an understanding of their 
primal nature is necessary in order that we may be able to explain 
later, the more organized Matter Spirits, the actual living entities of 
such a supposedly « dead » world as the mineral kingdom. It will 
be of inestimable importance to bear these « Movement-Beings > 
in mind when we come to discuss the strange powers that lie in gem· 
stones, the ueysterious attractions of certain mountain ranges, and the 
incontestable influences of the Elements. In Motion - is manifes-
tation. 

How truly Motion, as origin, is a part of the Occult Teaching may 
be seen in a couple of citations. In the Hebraic Scriptures (Gen. i,2) 
it is written : « And the Earth was without form and void, and dark-
ness was upon the face of the deep. And Spirit of God moved upon 
the face of the waters. » In the Hermetic Scriptures (Virgin of the 
World, I, 2) «Not willing that the upper world should be inactive, 
He saw fit to fill it with spirits, in order that no region should remain 
in immobility and inertia... Taking of Himself sqch essen<:e as 



necessary ... he endowed with motion the universal combination. Gra-
dually, in the midst of the protoplasm glittered a substance more subtle, 
purer, more limJpid than the elements from which it was generated ... 
According to the similitude of its energies, He called it Self-Cons-
ciousness. » 

Here, then, as in many other of the inner philosophies of the world, 
as well as in modern science, Motion is the source of Life, and even 
in the most minimal of the Creatures of Chaos selfconsciousness is 
dimly adumbrated. 

(To be continued) 

Magic was the driving force in the earlier periods of civilisation! 
this is not a sign of its primitivity but of its primal purity. 

Laziness does not consist in an unwillingness to do work, but in 
an unwillingness to do itwhen it should be done. 

All the efforts of imagination cannot equal the real splendor of 
the universe. 

It is in the difference of ideals that races differ, not in the cut of 
their costumes. The Greek may not reach as high architecturally as 
the sky-scraper, but spiritually it towers immeasurably above it. 

History is the succession of symbols by which the soul of the world 
has expressed itself. · 

The scientific mind does not truly endeavor to obtain facts but to 
classify them; the greater facts have been discerned by poets and 
mystics. 

Let no man praise himself for being either in advance or in arrears 
to the time in which he lives, for it is is ever his duty to help others, 
not to remain aloof. 

·-



S AMUEL GIORGI was a foundling, one of those nume-
rous children who seem abandoned by everything and every-

1' body at their birth. Having been found by the wayside, the 
local authorities placed him in an orphan asylum in the 

little town of F oggia, a town full of gardens and running water. It 
was there that one old employe, whose total earnings were 60 francs a 
month, aged, shortsighted and discontented with life, gave the child 
his name, his surname and a number. 

In the course of time the boy grew up and left the asylum, and 
from that time seems to have been lost to sight, so that no one has 
been able to follow the vicissitudes of his life. Yet this same found-
ling, who was born under a lucky star, in spite o{his unhappy origin, 
managed to gain a place in the world, made a fortune and founded 
a family. 

At Legnano, where he lived, and where he had passed the greater 
part of his life, he boasted always that he had never had any debt; 
so, feeling that his end was drawing near, he desired to clinch his 
boast that he would reach his death without ever having been indebt-
ed to anyone, except perhaps to the asylum which had given him 
shelter in his infancy. 

On his death-bed, therefore, he thought that the time had come 
for him to repay this only debt which lay heavily upon his conscience, 
a debt of gratitude, although it was not a debt which he had volunta-
rily contracted: The time was short, Giorgi did not even summon 
a notary. He satisfied himself with writing his wishes on a sheet of 
letter paper, bequeathing a large part of his fortune to the asylum 
at f;oggia, the Institute where he had found his first refuge his first 
cradle and his first means of living. A few hours later he passed away, 
satisfied in the knowledge that he had repaid the only debt with which 
it was possible to reproach him. 

In order to achieve this personal satisfaction, the legator had prac-
tically forgotten the requirements of his numerous descendants! 
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when these latter discovered the letter in the clothes which Samuel 
had worn on his death bed, they thought that it would be to their 
best interest to destroy the document which set forth the last wishes 
of the dead. An old woman, the mother-in-law of the deceased, 
called together all the relatives who were in the house, and, having 
caused them all to know the contents of the fatal letter, she proposed 
to them to destroy the testament in order that they might be able to 
share among themselves the fortune left by Giorgi. Thus, gathered 
together in the room where the body still lay, all the relatives promised 
to keep the secret; that night they lighted the candles, and, in the 
presence of the· dead man, they burned the letter and arranged the 
divisien of the fortune amongst themselves. 

The following morning, Samuel Giorgi, nailed tight in his coffin, 
took the road to the cemetery, followed by the loud lamentations and 
regrets of those who a few hours before, had defied his wishes and 
divided his fortune. But when, a few weeks later, the relatives desired 
to enter into the possession of heir riches, the dead man had a genial 
idea. One still cold night in December 1930, Samuel Giorgi retook 
his ordinary human appearance, materialized the same clothes which 
he had worn during the funeral ceremonies and which his pioue rela-
tives had put upon him for that solemn occasion, and, so dressed, 
paid a visit to those two of his sisters in law who had been the prin-
cipal culpables, and who had most profited by the division of his 
goods. The sisters were awakened with a start and were terrified 
almost out of their wits to . find themselves in the presence of their dead 
brother. The phantom heaped upon them such reproaches and such 
terrible maledictions that they dared not keep the money, and, as 
!soon as the apparition disappeared, the sisters wrote an anonymous 
letter to the authorities, revealing the destruction of the letter and 
telling of all their accomplices in the plot. 

So insistent were the sisters in their desire to give up the fortune 
that the authorities decided there must be some truth in the statement. 
A formal inquiry was instituted at Legnano and also at F oggia and 
the results supported at every point the reproaches made by the ghost. 
As a result a judicial decision recently has been given, whereby 
the asylum of F oggia has been put in possession of the heritage, left 
by the orphan, and, besides, several of the relations have been arrested 
for complicity in a swindle. Thus has human justice satisfied the chief 
desire of Samuel's life in paying to the last his debt of gratitude, but 
it required the visit of the dead man from his grave to ensure that his 

should carried out. 
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notablt filooks 

Translation of the Holy Quran 

MAULANA MUHAMMAD ALI 
Alunadlyyu. Anjuu1ac-l-l,.;huat-l-l o.1 l a u1, 1.aho1•e, ludla 

11··r HIS TRANSLATION is a work of the very highest 
importance, for, while it rem.ains singularly faithful to the 
Arabic text (it has the endorsement of great Mohammedan 
sch?lars and is issued by the Mohammedan centre of India) 

it is alight with an understanding of the more esoteric appreciation of 
religion which is the characteristic of the Twentieth Century. The 
Introductory material (of 116 pages) is of m.uch interest, and the 
writer's ability to illumine the Quran and yet to remain generally faith-
ful to its text makes it absorbing reading. Yet even good students of 
the Quran (or Koran) will be amazed at what may almost be called 
the «modern illumination» shown. Thus the Paradise of Mohammed 
is portrayed as providing for spiritual advancement (Surah 39 : 20) 
and the sensual pleasures are not mentioned; the writer also shows that 
it is not generally realized how Islam insists that a man shall answer 
for his good and evil deeds after death, and that he must write them 
down himself. When the writer desires to show that Islam is not an 
intolerant religion, he has a harder case to make, and he does not 
mention some of the bitter and bellicose texts; he has, perhaps, shown 
that circumstances» must be admitted. So far as the po-
sition of women is concerned in Islam, the writer lays stress on the 
fact that many worn.en are mentioned as having received the gifts of 
God, that some have been named as specially admitted to Paradise, 
and that the property laws of Islam do not ignore the rights of women. 
But we cannot accept the statement that « no other religious 
book has done one-tenth of what the Holy Quran has done to 
raise the position of woman»; that is an over-statement, and the proof is 
seen in any Moslem country (where this review is written.) The trans-
lation, itself, is a very able one, spiritual in tone, but, in comparing it 

translations, one is struck by its concilatory tone an it is 
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difficult to avoid the feeling that the asperities have been softened to 
render the Book less harsh to the unbeliever. 

Elements of Esoteric Astrology 

A. E. THIERENS Ph. D. 
Ride•· and Co.,[Londou - •016 

Dr. Thierens holds a distinctive place in modern astrological work. 
and every volume that leaves his hands is worthy of careful considera-

. tion. He is almost alone, at the present times, in setting forth the phi-
losophic elements in Astrology. In his work he frankly declares his 
obligation to Mme. Blavatsky and the Secret Doctrine, declaring that 
his new book « may do service as a means of introduction to that great 
work», (and, incidentally, steers clear of Neo-Theosophy) and his 
E;soteric Astrology owes a good deal to Hindu thought. There is so 
much in the book to be praised, so closely reasoned a synthesis of some 
of the oriental conceptions of cosmology, that the reader scarce knows 
which chapter to reread the oftenest. Personally, the greatest interest 
was found in the Chapters on N oumena and Phenomena. There is 
one warning, however, to be given : let no astrological student flatter 
himself that he is a position either to accept or to deny Dr. Thierens' 
theses before he has understood them - they are deeper than they 
seem. 

The Diary of a Spiritualist 

JOHN B. REIMER 
.lo llu D. Rebue1•, Forest Hlllt!!, N. Y. 

Intensely interesting in itself as is this book, of transparent authent-
icity, and with a sound ruggedness of purpose which stamps it as ge-
nuine in every line, it has a purpose even greater than its author de-
signed. What stands out very strikingly, here, is the force and variety 
of spirit phenomena which may be produced by a medium not subject-
ed to the over-fantastic controls of some schools of Psychic Research. 
Mr. Reimer has a sense of observation, a sense of comparison, and a 
sense of humour - three of the finest gifts of the gods. They make 
his book a notable one. 
. It is good, too, to nave -the healthy statement forcibly expressed 
that communications from the Other-World need not necessarily be 
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pious, and to be reminded that death does not turn a sinner into a saint. 
The book is a calm, plain, deliberate record of very striking pheno-
mena, viewed with judgment and recorded without any pretention. It 
will have a definite influence for good. 

The Daily Use of the Ephemeris 

ELIZABETH ALDRICH 
l\lacoy J>uhlls h lng and l\la8 onlc 8np1>ly Co. Ne...,.,.-York 

To be appallingly consistent, every .astrologer and astrological stu-
dent should do as this book suggests : rule and regulate his life daily 
by observation of the favourable and unfavourable times indicated in 
the Heavens. We all know the earnest person who blurts out on every 
occasion that she has done this or has not done that because Saturn, or 
V cnus, or Pluto, or T hing-um-a-bob was transiting her Mid-Hea-
ven or something else. We do not always love that person ! If Miss 
Aldrich swells their number - we shall not have a Te Deum said. 
But, this danger set aside, this little book is full of reference of great 
value. « When planets are stationary, then Time seem.s to link itself 
to Eternity» is a graphic way of putting the well-known fact of the 
enduring character of an event shown by aspect to a stationary planet. 
But the author seems to suggest many points as « new » which are in 
regular use. In the Carthage Astrological Institute for example, every 
one of the factors mentioned : the Nodes, the Part of For-
tune, the Sensitive Points, changes of planetary motion, etc., are hand-
led as a matter of routine in all Natal and Progressed Charts, and 
special stellar maps of the Fixed Stars and their interpretatic;ms are 
provided with every horoscope also. It is very right, and very wise, 
to point out the importance of these points, and this little book is most 
heartily to be commended for its insistence on careful interpretation 
as more important than excessive nicety of calculation. · The author 
has the right angle to astrology and this little book says clearly, 
ely and tersely what is has to say. 

Two Worlds are Ours 

W. S. MONTGOMERY SMITH 
Rhle1.• anti Cm, London· 

The fundamental principle of this book - that we need not wait 
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till after death to be spirits, but that we are spirits now - is of the 
highest value. There are also many chapters of the highest import-
ance. The «Christian» funeral ceremony is held up to ridicule, and 
there is a wide tolerance shown which is most highly to be praised. 
There is even a kindly word for modern Christian Science. But it 
may be open to question whether the book has entirely gained by its 
strictures on life as it is, on the social state, on the forms of modern 
pleasure, on capital punishment, and on motherly neglect. This is a 
pity, for the book as a whole rings true, is written with feeling and 
insight and - best test of all - leaves the reader at the close with 
the consciousness that he has been under a beneficent influence. 

A Journal of the Science of Philosophy and Therapy of Nature 

' ; _ PROTEUS 

\,V, D. Cro,v, t .lllO The G1•ove, •t1•aUord, London 

It is not very often that one may offer so hearty and full-voiced a 
welcome to a review as this one. The first two numbers of this quart-
erly are in hand, and the article by the editor, Dr. Crow, on « Biolog-
ical Rhythms » and by J. M. Thorburn, on « Astronomical Science 
and Cosmic Symbolism » in the second number, touch the highest 
points of sound and scholarly work. Those who are interested in ther-
apy as a philosophy, and not merely as a means of cure, will find 
material here presented with judicious force and wide outlook. A 
splendid review, worthy of the field which it has chosen. 

The Mystic World 

A Monthly Illustrated Journal of Mystic Subjects 

This is the newest publication in this field, and there is not a shadow 
of doubt that it has been launched with discernment and understanding 
of the public taste. Nearly all the differents fields are mentioned, as-
trology, palmistry, psycho-analysis, occult articles of not too profound 
a character, together with stories and elements of interest chosen with 
a discriminating hand. It should have a very wide appeal, and THE 
SEER takes this occasion to wish is most heartily well. 
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New Moon, 1\lay t..,, t83t, 3.2S P• 1n, Ga•eenwlcll 

]r OR THE WEST OF EUROPE. - This lunation falls 
in the Eighth House, the House of Public Mortality and of 
financial relations with foreign countries, and in close con-
junction with Algol, the Demon Star, ,the most evil star in the 

heavens. This is usually to be taken as an evidence of dire import, 
though, with modern facilities, « pestilence and famine » are put out 
of court in western countries. This is a «war» position, but the rest of 
the Junation does not support it. Still, it is possible that an epidemic 
may break out during this month, class revolts with some bloodshed are 
likely, and there will be the death of some leading figure in the theatre, 
or a woman of importance. 

England. - The situation in foreign and in colonial affairs is shown 
to be awkward, and the government - unable to cope with it - will 
suffer heavy losses. A rather unusual group of scandals is likely to 
break out, and these will involve people of note of foreign birth. 

France. - To say that there are indications of a « party split :. 
does not mean much in this country, where political parties are split up 
into infinities. But there will be a noted changng of allegiances, and a 
party reorganization. There is likelihood of same foreign threat, and 
the government will be forced to reassert itself, thus causing criticism 
for ,belligerency. 

Spain. - The Republic does not seem to be able to keep to its 
principles, and though the lunation is in trine with the ruler of the coun-
try, yet Saturn is retrograde and in the Nadir. There is a likelihood 
that the king will return to the throne. 

German)}. - A serious political over-turn is indicated, which will 
bel tlue to the double ca,use of some financial policy with a foreign 
power, and the death of one of the leaders of the nation. This latter 
question should be studied by astrologers, for the determination of 
whether Germany is under Taurus or Aries is a miatter of 
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at the present time. The student should note the positirn of the luna-
tion in House VIII near the cusp of the House and also he should 
note Venus and Uranus in a wide conjunction in House VI, with a 
square to Jupiter itself in opposition to Saturn. 

Poland. - There is likelihood of famine, warfare, and pestilence 
along the line of the « buffer states » including Czecho-slovakia, and 
Jugo-slavia. There may be, also, severe distress in the Balkan States, 
and it is of interest to notice that the M id-Heaven (J ohndro) of cities 
for this lunation runs close to the longtude of Belgrade.Warsaw, Sofia, 
Saloniki and Riga. 

Greece. - A religious movement of some importance will arise, and 
there may be a disaster or a serious loss to some monastery or religious 
edifice. 

ltaly.-A seismic shock may be registered in the region of Calabria, 
and renewed volcanic activity may be expected in the islands off the 
Sicilian Coast. 

Persia. - Revolutionist activity is likely to reappear, but this will 
quickly be put down. 

India. - The political news from this country will be in direct op-
position with the actual state of affairs, as there will be many confe-
rences concerning peace and the Nationalists will claim great gains, but 
the internecine war between Hindus and Mohammedans is likely to 
be bloodier than ev,er. 

/ndo-China. - Communist or revolutionist activity will be renewed 
and there will be murders of the white population. Annam is especially 
threatened. 

Australia. - Some monetary difficul ties seem to present themselves 
here, and there is likely to be an overturn of one of the colonial govern-
ments, with some financial scandal. 

Peru. - Frontier difficulties wille be renewed and there are indi-
cations of a serious disaster in a mine or quarry. There may be armed 
revolt in a mining population. 

United States . - A serious fire, with heavy loss of life, is indicated 
for a factory or industrial concern, probably in the middle west or eas-
tern states; there seemli to be some indication of poisonous fumes. The 
lunation shows very strongly in the hcroscope of the Atlantic Coast 

and the market should recover sharply. 
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2\ tPrntical 
in ®ra.cular S3dcnr.c.s 

The Tarot 
Kabbalism 

Astrolo gy 
Cl1ii•ology 

Hernaetic Nu1Rerology V 

T HE NUMBER FOUR. -The fundamental principle of 
this number is that of expression or exteriorisation. It is the 
expression of the material. It solidifies, and sometimes crys--
tallizes. It represents possessions, and these in their most di-

rect form. At the same tim.e it is to be remem,bered that in the same 
manner that Unity, or the Non-Manifest, must move into Duality or 
Manifestation; so the trinity of Power must move into the Quatern-
ary of Action, for Action implies also the thing acted upon. 

The Occult Ceometr:y of Four. - In all the higher teaching, the 
number Four may be expressed geometrically in two different ways : 
by the equilateral triangle with a point in the center, equidistant from 
all sides and hence from all angles; and by a square. The former in-
dicates D ivinity in process of manifesting (or, in another line of inter-
pretation, the Indrawing) ; and it is also the symbol of the Pyramid 
viewed from above, or the m:aterial as seen with spiritual eyes. The 
square, on the other hand, represents the material element in and for 
itself, considered as Matter. The ancients said that the angles of a 
square were Realisation, but that the sides of a square were Forget-
folness, as Man was apt to repose on what he had acquired and to for-
got the source from which his knowledge had come. But we must not 
forget that this may be a square in motion, or the Cross in motion, and 
has the nature of the symbolism of the Swastika. The Four Winds and 
the Four Lords of Karma, the Four Cardinal Points and the Four 
Cosmical Regents with their symbolical creatures, are the angles of 
the square, . not its sides, and there is a strong Kabbalistic reJation to 
the Demiurge. It would take us too far to enter into the Realization of 
the Four Letters of the Tetragrammaton, or the Sacred Name. The 
Neo-Pythagoreans called the square « God after another Manner 
and the Swastika has been described as « Repose in Motion ». It is 
when the square is inscribed within the circle that its higher and more 
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mystic meanings come to the front, but this lies a little outside the space . 
we can afford ourselves here. 

The Symbolic Concordances of the Number Four. - Astrologic-
ally, the number Four is· in relation with the Fourth sign of the Zodiac, 
Cancer, ruling the womb and the breasts, and this represents not only 
Divine Creation, but also protection and sustenance. The thing created 
must be upborne. The rule of the Moon is strong, here, but Jupiter is 
exalted in Cancer, and this planet has the greater influence over this 
number. 

Kabbalistically, it is the Emperor, the Lord over Matter (not the 
Lord of. Matter). Here esoteric astrology likens the number Four to 
the Sun, the Fertilizer of the World. This is very definitely not only a 
realisation but also a matter of domination. 

Alphabetically, the number Four corresponds with the letter D, the 
Dahleth of the Hebrew alphabet, a double letter. It is the completion 
of manifestation. Thus the Universe Manifest was 1 plus 2 plus 3 plus 
4 equals 10, which by the process of occult· addition (1 plus 0) returns 
to the One, the Infinite. 

Masonically (Dequer) it corresponds to the Mark Master Degree 
is expressed in the « Heave-Over » Sign. As such it indicates the link 
from Divine Creation to human generation and the difference between 
rightful action and pleasure. In a certain measure, also, it refers to the 
Keystone of the arch, for the arch in itself is indicated by the har-
monic note of three, but the material force of the keystone is another 
example of the ternary passing into the quaternary. 

The Number Four in Human Physiology. - Its inner meaning has 
to do with womb, and also the breasts. But, as these imply the usage 

jthe generative organs, the number, 4 has also a great deal to do 
with the reproductive system. In its morbid effects it shows to the most 
terrible disadvantage in diseases and ailments of the spine in which 
venereal disease enters in. There is, here, a link from Scorpio to Leo 
and to Cancer, both. 

The Number Four in musical tone and colour. -The musical tone 
i..s ,Si, the sub-tonic, known sometimes as « the leading note », and 

is in itself the creative note of a modulation. Finality is fre-
quently so resolved. It is the note B. Natural in the scale of C. Major. 
In a more subtle sense, it is the one note in the scale which is definit-
ely unstable, and, esoterically speaking, matter is not the most stable 
form of spirit, but least stable, since it is at the outermost whirl of 
the Ring of Return. 

(to be continued) 
THE DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE. 
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is not a new rreaLion but a l'a re in-
cense of mystira l virtues made of 
imported g-u i·n. from lh e Orient aftel' 
a secrel fo rnrnla of Lhe :Magi-the 
Hindu Priests uf the T empl es.c A lilJ-
ern l s uppl y se nt prepaid upon r eceipt 
of I wo do ll ars. 

MANDALAY 
P .O. Box 850, Chicago, Ill. 

Your Personal 
(( NUMBERSCOPE. 

incl ucli11g a Character A nalysis-the 
1'orntio11 you a r c best fitted for-and 
a l'orecast for srvernl year s hence, 
s ho win g· the mosL :favorable time to 
t1'<111sacl your important affairs,$5.00 
8c ntl full baptis mal n ame, present 
sig·nalure, clay, month , a nd yea r of 
birth. 

Josephine E. GROBARCIK 
5212 S. Sacramento A ve. Chicago, Ill. 



New Grimm;s Ephemeris for 1931 
The new revised and enlarged edition 

of 
Grimm's Ephemeris 

i:; no w aniil ab!P. '!'hi s is an entirely 
new Ephcmel'is, a 111e1Hled \\ii h Plan-
els r i o·!JI as(·cn sion :11111 h"n1 ly mo-
tio1; o.r":.1 ! l IH'n venl.v hnili e:: , with. many 
rnlnabl'c and mat.hematica l 
tables, especially aclapterl for real 
scientific research work in 

ASTROLOGY 
g·i.ving· !'he dailv Yarlation of 1he 
OBLIQUITY of the ECLIPTIC, 

wh ich affonl the sl 11clcnt. absol nLely 
rdinbl c 

POSITIONS and '!'ABLES 
Pri. rc 75c. Price 75c 

Orflcr yonr eopy : 
THE MECCA SUPPLY HOUSE 

143 Roseville Ave. Newark, N.J.,USA 
rn;n NO"\V OUT 

Every person suffering from nervous 
or mental disorders, or ill health of 
any nature, is imitcd to r.egister 
name and address so that you may 
receive FREE regular information re-
lative to how to be free from these 
handicaps. Kindly check your disor-
der if it is listed below : 
NPH rr,sthenin- 11 d nu tions-
1'i' f'1've l h•lu s·i o1rn-
Naurmds-- Y'ofrPs-
l?sytlrnst ln•n ia- Ob .... : s:.:.io n::;-

RJ('r11 \\'alking-
Stn.mmering- Night 1Iare-
Fear- lnRcHnnia-
Worry- St. \ ritus' Dnncc-
'l' i1nidity-
Self Consciou!->11C'ss- .Asthmn-
Lack of ' Vill Kruritis-
Srxu al Impot,cncy- Goill:-r-
"\Var Neurosis- ll111·ontrnllnhlP 'Tf'1l1Pl'I 
Poverty Complox- Sh ell Sl10ek-
Ha.cl Habi ts- fnfrrio1·ity Co1111Jlt·x-

Ir1·itabilit,--
Pervcrsions- Mai1 ia- · 
Neuralgia- IIP:Hlncl1cs-
Chorea.- Pa1·n lysis-
De mC' ntia. Prat•cox- Pnranoia-
Bn.sh f11 lnrss- Loxs or 'M mo ry-
Nor,·ous lip11rt- Poor 

I 11•Ii:.!'rstion-
Ev1erything strictly confidential, so 
you may write freely regard ing your 
disorder when sB:1ding n:;:,m.e and 
address. 
Dr. C. Wm. Chamberlain (Former 
U. S. Govt. Psycholo 1ist) "l"ow bro-
adcasting over radio station WCHI 
(The Voice of Chicago), 1412 Kimball 
Bldg, Chicago 

WHAT DD YOU KNOW 
ABOUT FOODS ? 

:Mau ha s g-o ne cleC'ply in to the Arts, 
Sr·ienc·cs, Philosophy and Religion but 
gn1t·rally ignores the greatest of them 
,1 \ i'-l<'oorl 8cicnec. Th e simple A.B.C. 
of' \\That, How and ·when to eat. 
Tl1e tremendous influence of Food on 
our llealLII, ClC'a r Mind and spiritual 
pl'ogress is gi-eaUy underestimated by 
the majority. 
We have blazer1 the trail to N atu.ral 
Eating arid Li1·ing ornr twenty years, 
manv h:we rearned how to live in 
hea lth hut we want yon , who do not 

know, Io learn that we maintain 
n large Klo rr, in Cliirag-o to sell NA-
'l'l ' [-{AL FOODS. 
W e sell Bo"ks cleali ng ·with the sub-
.it'd of correct eati11g and riving by 
late. t authol'iti es. Knowledge is po-
wer ancl YOn sho uld know lww to 
ha ni.;;h suffe ring-, 01· write for our 
instrnc til·e Booklet and Price List 
free on 1·equest. We send mail orders 
al l oYer U. S. A. 
\\e are the NaLiona l Distributors for 
Life G rni.n the iernarkabl'e Cereal 
Hea lth Ii'oo11, send ns one clollar and 
we will mail you :i. t hreepo und pac-
' age by mail witli :fnll' directions how 
to use l IJis laxative food and body 
bui ld er. Its prepa red , ready Io eat. 

THE 
BERHALTER 

Ilea.Ith l?ood !!\to1•e- nu1l Fnctoa--y 
1-123 North Clal'k SLreet 

Chicago, Illinois 
AMERICA'S 

LEADING HEALTH FOOD STORE 

REJUVENATION ! 
of the entire body in a Year ! 

'I:be WAY of UNCEASING PERPE-
'fUATION of Your life-Re-!Jirth 

Hum::m Batteries 
RE-CHARGED 

-Electricity of Nature 
11::11' Io l'l'l'"ustruet every Li s11e--
:1 nd re11 cw every eeE'-caeh yen r. 

MARVELOUS- AMAZING 
-RESULTS-

Course- 60 dol. Cash or lOC dol. 
10 clol. monthly-in advance 

BERSE STUART 
BOX 621 

East-San Diego, Calif. 



Christ - W ay Colfsge of Occult Science, 1 nc. 
A.nuel .-s - San laJ ltlonica - f;a1i10 1•nia 

REV. ALICE BAK ER, H. I'"., Ph. D., D. D., President 
MET.APllYSlCS (ON TOLO(JY), OCClJ l,'L' , MYSTIC, 
UNIVERt:lAL, tbrougb , liidden powe1 ·' of tlic mind nu•l cosmic \°i})l'ation 
Hlermetic Philosophy, Aneim1L wisdom, in a beauti l' nl, in1e resting, simplitied 
manner with the present day ad1 :rneerl C"n irn1sal tlwngld. A four th rc1·ise-
ment just coID1Plcted making every Jcdson vibran t wit h J ll'.11111inating force 
conducive of seH unfoldment. 
IncorporaLed in Lhe secoud year 's course Hermetic inner-temple ILLUMIN-
ATA insLi·uctions followed by post gnlllua le rourse as sl urlents quali fy. Di-
pl'.omas and degrees, H. M., Ph. ll., D. D., am granted. i11 Ca li-
fornia Sixteen Years. Dr. Alice Baker, Lrct11l'cl', 'l' eac-hc l', \Yrit cr, Jn lcrnaLi-
onally renowned as a teacher of unusual a hilil y aml powe r llirongh 111ail order 
systems oE instrnctiou aud training. The LA \\T res1101uls Lo on!' mystic gems 
(Ice.is ), can we hand th em to you. 
Send twenty-six cents in Lwo cent sta:mps, rereiYc lile1al111e,bulleLi11, nrhi sa 
tory let te 1·. terms and Dr. Baker 's .fnmonf< Free lesson on POWEH. i11 clucling 
bl'e·a tli a llll uni vcrsal harmonizing· exe1 c1se. 
Address all communications to Dr. Alice Baker, 225 Twenty-second Street, 

Santa Monica, Calif. 

HOW TO GET WHAT YOU DES IRE f\'lOST 
Is It a B.etter Position . .. More Money ... Perfect Health .. . Change of Location 
... Winning Personality ... Greater Mind Power ... Happiness ... Or All of These 
Things? 

Then let me help you win in li[e anrl Achi eve Your Desires. Countless 
Ambitions. Inte lligent men and women arc was tin g 1heir liyes in rlreary 
mental an 1 health destroying surroundin gs, for 'va nt 11f 1h e right start. 
vVithouc Obligation send for Dr. Tlllut e'"' Pi:s ych o Me8Na ge and two 
Valuable Books whicli will tell you how to o verC'n 111e uour di{ilcul-
ties and gain your desires. These book<; are I· R t J all reader::;. 

Address 
WHITE INSTITUTE OE SCIENCE 

e666 So Broadway, Dept. TS Los A nge!es, Calif. 
CIENTIST CLAIM the sub- Hasn't aged in thirty years 

;;::::y conscious mind contains all the Dr. Elizabeth Hinckley says : « I 
secrets of the universe. If you wouil.d am eighty-Lbrce yen.l's olcl a ucl my 
be successful, discover how many friends tell me L Jook no older than 
secret s are hidden in your own mind j fi fty . I feei mucli better in evel'y way 
by means of our LITTLE WONDER 1 th an l did nt t lrnL age. I am more ple-
PSYCHIC MEDIUM. I ase1l with you;· lefson s Lhan any I 

«I ha\'e bee n in terested in the study of p sy- li ai·c e\'Cl" r ead. » 
chology for yea rs, hut lrn ve neve r seen any· 
thing equ al to yonr Ll'l"l'LE W ON DER Rebuild your rc ll s : wa rcl off old 

age. Ani 1·e n t cig Ii ty looking- only 
given me th e i11rill oC my life ». Florence P al- flfty, with rob n:-:t li ealtl1 ancl perfect 
me r, l\"illiam,town, .il1 1"H. int ell ec t. 
Two sizes, 25c and 1.00 dol. BLOND Twelv.e lessons on Keeping Young, 

NOVEL'l'Y WORKS, Dept. 21, 11 1.00 dol. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
East Broadway, Milford . . Conn. !l UltlEL UUCHAl'\T.tN 

C I t Bl d S It Th 1 P.O. Box S-210, CHICAGO ILL omp e e oo a s erapy l · · 
A thorough system of trea t.menL for I! J ESS· E CORNELL 
restoring- and maintaining health by l' 
the use of the i'i fe sn Its t.h a I; arn used l 24o Lowery. Street 
by nature il gc ll. System is. easily Lon,-;. N. Y. 
unclerstoocl cos l.1; little rea cbe.s ne- 1 l ha i,ic tei 
arly all us'es no Jrugs, J\,].v1s? 1.'- Counse]·or 
wonderful resu1'ts secured. Full de- Send J!'nll B,1ptisrnal Name, 
tails in 166 page Book of H ealth, Dnte and $2 . 
10 cents posl;-paid. Acldre,;s . Knov; you came and 

whither you go 
BASIC REMEDIES COMPANY Member Society of Human 

450 West 56th Place Chicago Engineers, ln r ., Ne w York City 



Hnvfl You Founrl Your 
P Jaee lJ nder I he St111 ? 

Thousands of people in the United States today owe their present suc-
cess to the help and teachings of Dr. A chmed H cgaar, u. H indu ment-
al ist i::.nd practicing psycho-analyst, lecturing daily over various radio 
stations. Wri'.:e for his schedule of lectures. If you wish an analysis 
o f your own proqlem, write for a questionnaire. If you wish a hand-
writing analysis, enclose one dollar. Send a self-addressed envelope to 
Dr. Achmed Hagaar, P. 0. Box 850, Chicago, Ill. 

FR EE 1 As trological 
· P e rsona lity Sk c1ch 

S1end Stamp, Birth Date 
OCCULT BOOKS, America 's most 
compl ete liu e. Gazing· Cryst als, Tn11n-
pet,:, Ouij a Boards, Incense, Send for 
Lists . N umerology, Ast rology ancl 
Spiri tu al R ea dings by Rxperts. 

EAG LE STUDIOS 
Box S-114 

W. S. McLEOD; Maneager 
BUCHANAN, MICH. 

Marc Edmund-Jones 
The Sabian Teachings 

Weekly Lessons and Home Study 
Courses 

i\Trite for F r ee Information 
722C Hollingsworth Building 

Los Angeles Calif. 

The ROCINE School 
HUMAN NATURE 

STUDIES 
(F ounclecl 1893 ) 

Discoverers of the Chemical Types of 
People and Rocine' s Diet System, 
marvelously effective in curing all : 
diseases and keepin g you well, effi- l 
cient, happy, and successful. Authors ! 
of Key to '.l. em:.erament s and Chem- I 
icaJ Types of People, 2 dol. ! 

School Human Nature Studies j 
Dept. M, 6 N. M1cb1 g·n n A "r., 

GEOR GE ENGE LK E, 855 North 
C'i•a1 k Rt. , Chi cago, l ll. La l'gest Stock 
of An Liqna rian, Used a nd New Books 
in America . 

A ny book in Ex i: tence we can get 
fo r you. ·wh ole i,ib1nrics hong·ht and 
so ld. \Ve can')' a compl ete line of 
boo ks on Psychology, Evolution, As-
t ro11omy , Occ ul ti:;m, Buddhism, Brah-

i manisn.1 , 'l'aoism,Sbintoism 
j fs lnm, and many othets. Vve are bead-

1

. qn a 1 ters for J\tJ aztlaznan Literature. 
Fo l' an.vll1ing out of pl'int, write us 
a n(l we ll'il'l be pk,a secl lo 5er ve you. 

BOOKS ON ASTROLQQY 

Til e fin est, a ll pl'oven, ancl most 
most wol't hy books on th e Art. These 
are not in s'tnf' k elsewhere in Chica.go. 

A 

NORMAN ARENS 

Stud ent an rl Teacher of the 
Di\•ine Art" 

3415 N. Seel'ey-av. CHICAGO 

"M . " ag1c 
fl•om the 

Talisman 
COUNCIL OF SEVEN 

witb pen;onal Occult Instruct ion for 
the development o.f latent powers. 
HE ALTH - HAPINESS -

T his ancient C'rem form erly known 
as fo1· Lhe healing of a1'1 woes, now 
giYen F REE to worthy seekel's by 
aut hority of th e CONFEDERA'l'WN 
OF INIT IA'l'ES. Full instruc-

fo r appliration to incliviclua.l 
prnl' lems if rie •·a ils cf greatest clesirc.s 
a l'e g i ,-en. Send ·Free \Vil! OO'e1ing or 
2i'i r ents for fil's l rl•ass registered mai-
ling, full inst rn . frins nu d literature. 

Chicago, Ill. 
"' e.v . . J. C. C \ K B. Fk Ll £ecretary, 

d West Creek, N. J., Sept. S 



A COURSE OF 24 LESSONS BASE.J) ON 'l'HE TEACHINGS OF THE 
BHAGAVAD GITA 

Practical Instructions in Occultism (Yoga) 
1. The Preliminary of Shutting OJI J::l . '!.'lie E qutl ilinum of Life-Death. 

from tile Sense-W ol'ltl. H. lmu Lile ;:,;,icrifice Deatli. 
2. On the Mastery of Angrr. 
3. Never Regret-Grieve Naugllt. 
4. On the Purpose of Life. 
5. Seeing the Soul. 
6. Tasting the Soul. 
7. Contacting the Soul-Lives. 
8. Conquest of tile Kingdom. 
!:!. Government by Leadership. 

15. Furtller 011 « Sllutting Off from 
tile 8ense-W orltl». 

16. Pre1·ention of the Flow of Prana. 
17. Life is Not a Slave to the Breath. 
18. Regeneration Through l;'asting. 
19. Mortification and Detachment of 

tbe Hearl. J 0. Inhibition of Thought by Silence. 
11. Tue Sound That Resounds 21 . Psing tile Breath Rhythm. 

Tli rougll tlie Soul. . .l!:liminating 'Yorry. 
12. \\'bat You Have to Do While 23. Raja Yoga. 

Cultirntinr· the Silence. ::l4. Do Wl1at T!Jou Wilt. 
FEE£ 10 

THIE L ATE.VT LIGHT CULTURH, Tl1vNJ:VELLY, IND /A 

•• 111 

Articles on 
Astrology, Numerology, Palmistry, Graphology 

T heosophy, Rosicrucianism, Psychic Philosophy, Spirit Phenomena 
Mysticism 

With a Digest of the Latest News in 
Psychic Research and Occult Interests 

TH&: OCCULT DIGEST 
M onthly 25 c. 

1900 North Clark Street, CHICAGO. U. S. A. 
Subscription - 3.00 Dollars a Year - in the U.S.A. and Canada 

3.50 Dollars Foreign 

WHERE ARE THOSE " " ? 
AND LEADING AUTHORS, LECTURERS, RESEARCHERS, 

PERIODICALS. CAMPS, SOCIE'lIES, E'IC ... 
!SEE H ..... R l'1'1ANN'.,.;. 

INTERNATIONAL ILMRECTORV CF PSYCHIC 
SCIENCE ".llNlD SPERBTUt\L!SM 

. Published Annually - Rcncl for 1931 eclition. 
1.00 dollar 

This is the Age of Psychic Sciance 
Investigate and become convinced of Surv ival 

THE PRESS. Box 43, S. N . Y ., U.S .A, 



THENEWYORKASTROLOGER l! MODtRN ASTROLOGY 
·11 Tbe Great English Astrological 

A s ·I la ·I periodical in popular Revie.w founded by Alan Leo in 1890 
c: 10 ' 1 Y . . ! Editress: Mrs. ALAN LEO. Ja1wnage, w1Lh a sense of humor 1 p · 0 Sh··1· t " i· fl · I.. b ·ir ' i ric:e · ne ' mg ne and a iterary air. 1 n ian" l \ 1 S L>·- • . · t' p t F. 13/ group of contributol's from all 1 nnna u 1P ion. os - rne, -

parts of tbe world. One dollar a MODERN ASTROLOGY OFFICES 
year. Imperial · Buildings-Ludgate Circus 

PublishcJ quarterly LONDON E. C. 4 
Single copi1es 35 cents 

ELIZABETH ALDRICH 
310 Riverside Drive 
NEW-YORK, U.S.A. 

AHE YOU 
SEEJ(ll\G TllUTH 

Koreshanity solves all universal 
riddles. Gives the true answers to 
the questions of life, death and im-
mortal attainment. 

Literature free. Write 

Th3 Star Publishing House 
Estero, Lee co., Florida, U. S. A. 

PSYCHIC WO!LD MONTHLY 
Founded by Chas H. Leitenberg. 

Now published by 
Jennie !ti. DA WES KIRK EL 

Editor 

663 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa 
U. S. A. 

Subscriptions 1.25 dollar a year 
(Foreign)-Domestic 1 dollar 

NOTE. - Spiritualism carries a 
great truth. Same is being told fe-
arlessly and intelligently by a group 
of truth seekers in the above public-
ation. One of the oldest diefenders 
of Spiritualism in America. 

THE CHURCH OF 
THE NEW•AGE 

MAGAZINE 
Spreading the Niew Age Teachings 

Subscription: 12 copies 3/ 6 post 
free. U. S. and Canada 14 copies 
Dollar post free. 

The Editor: 
Church of the New Age, Raby Street 

MANCHESTER. ENGLAND 

THE MOON'S SIGN BOOK 
The Plaueta1•y dally g·ulcJe lor air 

BY LIEWELIN GEORGE 
the Way to Success 

Farmers, gardeners, fruit growers, 
poultry raisers will find in it direc-
tions Iol' using planetary vibrations 
to increase and improve production. 
Business people find it a decided aid 
in the development of important 
venLures. It is a Moon's Sign Book. 
Girns tbe :M <Hrn 's phases, signs and 

. dates on wliid 1 to act for best re-
i s1ilts. These dates are calculated 
l from kn own pl aneLary positions and 

based on established astrologica;l 
facts . The 25th. annual edition for 
J 930 is striking Send for a copy 
today and begin at once to 
Act in Harmony with Natural Law 

(130 pages catalog FREJ!;) 
Llewellyn Publishing Company 

Astrological Bldg., 
8921 T.S. National Blvd., Palms, 
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 

The Rosicrucian Digest 
«COVERS THE WORLD» 

(Formerly « The Mystic Triangle ») 
Official International Magazine of theWorld-wide Rosicrucian Order 

AMO RC 
25 c. per copy Three dollars per year 

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF AMORC 
THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER 

Rosicrucian Park • Snn Josci, Ca I •• u. s. A, 



H ow 111 11 r· h li a1·e you nsetl yo11r . uli -
i c ·li 1·e parl ne r 7 ' l'lie re a re T\VO of 
yo u - 011e the J>lll' S LC'Al,, mal e ria l 
sido - !he ot he r, th e J NNE R, P f:; Y-
(;ll [O S IELF . H ·ou a re one of t be 
tl 1ousan rl s who a're searr hing fo r a 
way anrl a ·mea n . .; or a Lla iniug PHO -
l'Fi lU'.1'1, and 1:-I'APJ:' L-
Nl1;:-; ' , why not 1e'.·ease llia t µ;1eat 
fn n e ll' i th in, t t.'>C th a t do nrnin l se lf 9 

'l' he H usien1cia 11 Hrot hel'i 1oocl , a 
11 o rcl-ll' ide mo1•ement·, hns t::i ug·ht 
lh ousn nrl s uf me n aml wome n how to 
nse I he s imp le, (l ignifi ctl occ ul· prin-
cip les i11 cl e1·e lopi ng t l1eir latent po-
11·c1s. A fell' minutes a day de1·ote tl to 
t he r ead ing: of t l!cse principl e.; II' ill 
rel'cn l sta r1:•ing fac ls to YOU . .If you 
nre in 1·our (les ire to 1\11\ RT-
E H, LLFIE, l hi:;. is t he key. 
FREE BOO;( TELLS STORY 

An intercsti !lg· l.ook ra il ed « TH 8 
TJ CfllT 01<' l<JUY l ·T », ll'ill l:c se11 t, 
ll'it·Jio nl ohliga li on, to those wl 10 are 

f n become :1 s uceess in li fe . 
'P his hook will' be mnil ecl, p:H'Jn !d, lo 
11 10:-;c 11'110 wri te n lctle i· (n ot n p os t-
rnrrl) i c p1e.;l i :1g· it . . A dd 1cs · 

Librarian W.H.F. 

ROSICRUCIAN BROTHERHOOD 
(AMORC) 

San Jose California U.S.A. 
'Pc•rJ)(>foatilll! rn110 01'ig i 1\n l :111'1 Ol'l l)' ]los'. ('!'ll· 
c1nn Known a\w:ivs l)\' tho 
A .M.0.H.0 . . . . 



l . 


